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A tale of too much
housing?
While JMU stunts its growth, more and
more housing springs up around town

L

XR1S THOMAS/senior photographer
JMU Loveline" panelists answer questions about a wide range of topics at
Grafton-Stovall Theatre Tuesday night.

THE DOCTOR IS IN
JMU holds its own 'Loveline' for
the lovelorn, confused and curious
sexual assault and substance abuse
prevention; Tamer Moumen, graduate student at UREC; Tom Miller,
graduate student and a counselor at
The lovin' spirit spilled over from the JMU Center for Student DevelopValentine's Day on Monday to ment and Counseling; Diane Oddenin, a nurse practitioner and Allison
"JMU's Loveline" on Tuesday night.
More than 200 students attended Applehaus, a REACH peer educator.
the open forum on sex and relation- The panel was moderated by junior
ships at Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Brina Bittle, who works for UHC
"It's beneficial for the students to
Attendees could buy $3 roses made
be
able
to ask question about these
of condoms while 2 Live Crew's "Me
issues
and
to get their information
So Horny" played in the background.
Sponsored by the University from credible sources," Simmons
Health Center, "Loveline" provided said.
Though the audience was shy to
students with an opportunity to ask
JMU heath care and counseling pro- ask questions in the first half of the
fessionals questions on subjects rang- one-hour presentation, representaing from abusive relationships to G- tives from the Health Center were
armed with topics ranging from
spots and orgasms.
"We got the idea to do this presen- advice to bodily functions submitted
tation from the 'Loveline' radio and prior to the show:
TV shows," said Ann Simmons,
"I slept with my best friend's excoordinator of health promotion for
boyfriend,
should I tell her?"
UHC and a registered nurse on the
panel. Other panelists included
see UHC page 9
Hillary Wing, assistant director for

J

INDSAY MARTI
staff writer

The university's student
population is projected to
increase by 92 students next
year, according to the Office
of Institutional Research
(OIR) Web site, but more
than 1,400 additional beds
will be available for students
off campus.
Sun Chase Apartments,
located on Neff Avenue and
set to open in the fall, will
have 764 bedrooms, said
Ellery Patterson, property
manager of Sun Chase
Apartments. Stone Gate
Apartments, also on Neff
Avenue, will have 480 new
spaces for students, said

Kevin Williams, general
manager of LB&J Limited,
which owns Stone Gate.
Fox Hill Property Manager Chris Painter said the
townhouse community is
adding 40 new units with
spaces for 160 students. A
Pheasant Run Townhomes
spokesperson said the complex is adding 16 units,
which totals an increase of
64 spaces.
Based on these numbers,
1,468 additional spaces will
be available off campus next
year.
The construction of new
apartment complexes adds
to the number of choices students have, but property
managers said they remain
positive that demand will

still be high. The demand for
on-campus housing is also
expected to be solid,
although fewer beds may be
filled than in the past.
"I am concerned that
competition for students will
be more difficult," said Maggie Burkhart Evans, director
of residence life. "Certainly
I am concerned about the
number of new beds on the 17 2000
market. I do expect all the
new construction will have
some impact on our return
rate."
Apartment complex
property managers said they
remain optimistic they will
be able to fill their spaces for
next year.
see HOUSING page 9

EN BONDS
senior writer

Soul Train
■ Dance the weekend away with
Club Latino and at "Love Makes the
World Go Round."
Page 15

M1NA ADlRPOUR/contrihuting photographer
TAKING CARE OF BUSINESS: Freshman Matt Barclay of Exit 245 sings at Monday's a cappella concert. Zeta Beta Tau and women's club volleyball sponsored the event for CARE.

Diamond-studded Dukes

Natural Wonder

Coach Spanky McFarland, right, and the Diamond Dukes won their season opener with an
11-1 drubbing of Georgetown University yesterday. Page 25

Visit the Life Sciences Museum and meet
its newest addition, "Tiny," a 13-foot
Burmese python.
Pages 20-21

Private Parts
■ Find out ways to help keep
your private life private in the
information age.
Page 4
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Breakdancing Club, 6:30 to 8 p.m., Godwin
racquetball courts

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
• Christian Coffee Shop with open mic and free food, 8
p.m., sponsored by Valley Vineyard Christian
Fellowship, 1768 S. Main St., located next to Anthony's
Pizza, call Nick or Josh at 434-7193

Fellowship Dinner, 5:30 p.m., 690 S.
Mason St., sponsored by Wesley
Foundation, call Ben at 434-3490

• Young Democratic Socialists
general meeting, 8 p.m., Maury
205, call Michael or Aaron at
433-6411
• Italian Cultural Society
meeting, 8 p.m., Keezell 303
call Mikeatx7711

In other matters, campus police
report the following:
Assault and Battery
• Kai P. Eason, 18, of Marshall,
was arrested and charged with
assault and battery on Feb. 14 at
11:20 a.m. in Chesapeake Hall.

SGA

5

Credit card fraud

5

Freshman application rate up

5

OPINION

• JMU Chamber Orchestra Concert, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall
Auditorium, admission $2, call x3481 or x6863

Spotlight: What do you think needs the
most improvement on campus?.
10

• Mass, PC Ballroom, 11 a.m. and 5 p.m., CCM House
(1052 S. Main St.), 9 p.m., sponsored by Catholic
Campus Ministry

Batman is better hero than Superman
by Sarah Smith
.11
Darts and Pats

• Breakdancing Club, 6:30 to 8 p.m., Godwin racquetball
courts

Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• Todd M. Johnston, 19, of
Springfield, was arrested and
charged with underaged possession
of alcohol on Feb. 12 at 12:51 a.m.
after stepping out in front of traffic
on Bluestone Drive, stopping
vehicles, and requesting a ride from
the operators.
• Joshua Richardson, 18, of
Tampa, Fla, was arrested and
charged with underaged possession
of alcohol on Feb. 13 at 2:35 a.m.
near Mr. Chips.
Underaged Consumption of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for underaged consumption
of alcohol on Feb. 12 at 12:51 a.m.
on Bluestone Drive.
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Unidentified individuals reportedly placed phone calls to
several students on Feb. 13 at 12:39
p.m. telling them they won $1,000
from a Commonwealth One Federal
Credit Union drawing.
The subjects reportedly told them
to meet in the College Center
exterior eating area.When the
students arrived, a group of males
began pelting them with snowballs.
A female victim was thrown to the
ground and hit in the face with snow
balls.

AXP helps homeless

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20

POLICE LOG
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• Madison DJ Collective, 6 p.m., Taylor 309, e-mail Kai
at safranka

• Yoga Club, 5 p.m., Taylor 309,
e-mail Kai at safranka
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The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings
and distributed throughout James Madison University and
the local Hamsonburg community. Comments and complaints should be addressed to Courtney Crowley, editor.
Mailing address:
The Breeze
G1 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg, Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 568-6736
E-Mail address: the_ breeze@jmu.edu
Breeze Net: http://breeze.jmu.edu

LOCATION
The Breeze is located in
the lower level of
Anthony-Seeger Hall

CORRECTION
In the Monday, Feb. 14 issue
of The Breeze, the Focus sec-
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"To tlie press alone, chequered as it is with
abuses, tlie world is indebted for all the tri-

tion's coverage of the Indigo
Girls concert failed to mention
the show's host, the University

Section phone numbers
Opinion/Style: x3846
News: x6699
Focus: x6729
Sports. x6709
Photo/Graphics: x6749
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Program Board.
The Breeze regrets the error.

umphs which liave been gained by reason
and humanity over error and oppression."
— fames Madison
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"Closest Complex to Campus"

HUNTERS RIDGE

Condominiums & Townhomes
Candice@offcampushousing.com

Mike@offcampushousing.com

4 Bedrooms starting at $215
2 Bedrooms starting at $300
(prices are per person per month)

10 Month Leases Available*
High Speed Ethernet Service
DirecTV: Over 70 channels available

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
www.offcampushousing.com
* Available in a limited number of four bedroom condominiums.
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Protecting your privacy
Brown Bag Lecture discusses information security
RISTEN PETRO
[staff writer
Keeping your personal life
private is getting harder and
harder to do in the information
age, but this week's Brown Bag
Lecture focused on finding ways
to protect privacy.
Lori Dixon, an information
security analyst and JMU
alumna, led the lecture. She
began by discussing how easy it
can be for others to discover
details of a person's life.
"We all have parts of our lives
we don't want to share with
everyone," Dixon said. "We have
the illusion that information
about us and our lives is
private," she said. "Everything
about you isn't private. The
greatest threat is based on our
assumptions."
She said most people assume
their life's details are private.
Some information is considered
public, including a person's
name, phone number, job
information, income, purchases,
school, major, date of graduation
and tax information.
Dixon said this information is
public unless a person requests
for it to be kept confidential.
"We are at risk as a society of
losing privacy," Dixon said. "The
government has limited tools to
protect our privacy."
She said Congress is working
on privacy legislation, but right
now there is no legal basis for
privacy protection.
In the past, information was
harder to compile on people, she
said, but the rise of the datamining industry has made it
easier to obtain information on
people. Data-mining is the
construction
of
massive

databases of information. "This
is not a vast conspiracy," Dixon
said. "Companies are trying to
target marketing information. It's
just an offshoot."
Dixon
said
personal
information such as phone
numbers and addresses are often
sold by telephone companies
and post offices, while the
Department of Motor Vehicles
sells driving records.
As a way to guard personal
information, Dixon suggests
thinking before revealing
information on surveys or
providing more than the
minimum of information
required.
"There's a natural inclination
to be helpful [when filling out
surveys) but this information can
be used for other purposes,"
Dixon said.
Another intrusion can be
Internet cookies. Cookies are
small files put onto a computer
when the user visits a Web site,
Dixon said. They can record who
you are, what machine you are
using, what you buy and where
you go next.
Computer owners have the
options of accepting all cookies,
only accepting cookies from
certain servers or disabling
cookies entirely, she said. Not all
Web sites have cookies, but most
do.
Dixon also recommended
people pay cash whenever
possible and refuse to put phone
numbers or social security
numbers on personal checks. She
also recommended getting social
security numbers removed from
driver's licenses.
If someone wants information,
Dixon said, they should explain
why the information is being

willing to
do no
exercise for a 12-week period.
Participants will receive numerous health screening tests free of
charge. Exercise physiologists
are also willing to help participants begin an exercise program
after the study concludes.
Participants will undergo
health screenings, which include
blood glucose testing, a cholesterol profile and body composition measuring.
Anyone interested may contact Flohr at x3448 or e-mail
flohrja; Saunders at x8121 or email saundemj.

Melrose substance
remains a mystery
KATIE McLOVGHUNhontrihulinx photographer

Lori Dixon, an information security analyst and JMU alumna, gave
a lecture on how to protect personal information yesterday
afternoon at Hillcrest House.
collected, how it is being used do more research about her
and how long the data will be private information.
kept.
Edmondson also said she is
Finally, Dixon said to be glad that the new JAC cards use
creative when choosing a identification numbers instead of
password and warned against social security numbers.
using hobbies, family members
"At first I didn't realize why
or birthdays as passwords.
[the number was changed], but
Students attending the lecture now I'm glad," Edmondson said.
were motivated to protect their
Junior Renzo Cuadros said he
privacy better after listening to is going to pay attention to
Dixon's talk.
cookies to see how frequently
Sophomore
Heather Web site servers are placing
Edmondson said she is going to them.

Brothers of Alpha Chi Rho collect clothing for Mercy House
As spring approaches and
closets become crammed with
old winter sweaters and pants
that no longer fit, Alpha Chi Rho
fraternity is giving students an
opportunity to donate their
unwanted clothing to the less
fortunate.
AXP, a social fraternity, is
running a clothes drive until
March 3. Students can leave
anything from blankets to
clothing and coats in the boxes
located around campus.
All proceeds go to Mercy
I louse, an organization similar to
the Salvation Army. This charity

runs rent-free apartments for 10
needy families in the area. These
families will likely be given first
priority on the clothing
contributions, sophomore AXP
member Adam Steele said.
Mercy House also runs a thrift
store located at 1762 S. High St.
where the clothing may be
distributed.
"Anything that they get I'm
sure they'll put to good use,"
Steele said. "Most of our
community service was less
personal. This seemed a little
closer to home."
The clothes are being collected
from various boxes on campus
every week. Boxes are located in
Hoffman, Logan, Wayland,

Researchers in the School of
Kinesiology and Recreation
Studies are looking for "couch
potatoes" to help them conduct
an adult fitness study.
Judith Flohr, associate professor of kmesiology, Mike
Saunders, assistant professor of
kinesiology, and research assist a n t s
__i^_ need 30

In Brief <ZZ

Fraternity helps homeless
BRIDGET McGURK
contributing writer

School of Kinesiology
seeks 'couch potatoes

Eagle, Shorts, Chandler and
Ikenberry Halls. By the end of
the week, AXP is hoping to also
have boxes stationed in PC
Dukes
and
Brooklyn's
Delicatessen, located on East
Market Street.
"We're just trying to be
involved in the community,"
sophomore AXP member Rob
Downs said. "We can't make as
big of a difference as the larger
fraternities, but every little bit
helps."
The fraternity has about 15
members, junior AXP member
Eric Korn said.
Fraternity members are
hoping this first-year attempt
will be successful enough to turn

the clothing drive into an annual
event.
Since the fraternity has no
specific philanthropy, they have
more flexibility in their
community service projects,
Steele said. When brainstorming
ideas for a project, they decided
on a clothing drive because the
onset of warmer weather would
lead many people to clean out
their closets.
"We think there should be
more community involvement
because I see organizations taking
up local resources and being 100
percent concerned with the here
and now and not being concerned
with what's going on around
them," Korn said.

An unidentified liquid substance that was reportedly distributed to students during a party at
Melrose Caverns on Feb. 4 has
not yet been identified,
Rockingham County Deputy
Sheriff Kevin Ritchie said
Tuesday.
The substance has been sent
off to a state lab in Richmond for
additional testing, and it will be at
least a month before the results
are known, Ritchie said.
An employee of Melrose
Caverns allegedly attempted to
distribute a dark liquid substance
to JMU students, telling them to
mix it with beer to "get a good
high," Ritchie said in the Feb. 7
issue of The Breeze.
Students had feared the substance might contain the daterape drug rohypnol, or "roofies,"
but no evidence has indicated the
drug was involved.

Spring assessment
date set for Feb. 22
Assessment testing for all students with 45 to 70 earned credits will be held Feb. 22. The tests
are mandatory. For additional
information contact the Center for
Assessment at x6706.

Alumni Association
nominees due
The JMU Alumni Association is
seeking nominees for the 2000
Faculty/Staff
Recognition
Awards. Nominations must be
submitted by March 1.
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SGA focuses on
allocation of funds
II

ATTHEW McHALE
SGA reporter

Debate over whether to give the
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship organization new sound equipment occupied a
good part of Tuesday night's Student
Government Association meeting.
InterVarsity asked SGA for $1,910 for
the equipment. Junior Amanda Schmitt,
president of InterVarsity, and sophomore
Drew Beckley, member of InterVarsity,
explained to SGA why they need the
equipment.
"[InterVarsity] helps encourage those
and teach those that want to learn about
Christianity," Schmitt said. She said the
non-denominational group brings speakers to campus who foster religious awareness.
Schmitt and Beckley said InterVarsity
needed the new sound equipment to support the growing size of their organization's meetings.
The average attendance at their meetings two years ago was about 100, Schmitt
said. Today, the regular attendance is 325
or more. "In two years we have more than
tripled [in size]," he said.
She said increased membership has
brought equipment problems.
Beckley said the group is "so big right
now, that people are out in the hall" during meetings. He said new sound equipment would greatly increase the efficiency
of the meetings.
Two years ago, SGA allotted
InterVarsity funding for sound equipment. InterVarsity asked for $3,216, but
this amount also covered copying costs, a
speaker fee and a retreat in addition to the
sound equipment. Schmitt and Beckley
said InterVarsity has increased membership is enough to warrant more sound
equipment. Due to the large nature of the
group, members are having a hard time
hearing. They said the group needs anoth-

er amplifier, speakers, microphones and
other presentation equipment, including a
dry erase board, microphone stands and
electrical cords.
Several senators asked if any other
organizations would have access to the
sound equipment. Finance Committee
Chair Mike Swansburg said the equipment "would become the property of the
SGA" because SGA would be the hinders.
However, he also said, "InterVarsity has
first dibbs on it because it was allocated to
them."
At-Large Sen. Courtney Blake said,
"The fact that the equipment bought two
years ago is inadequate should prove that
it was money well spent." She also said
InterVarsity's increased membership
demonstrates that "it's a quality meeting
and experience." She said the Senate
should allocate the funds.
However, CISAT Sen. Adam Holloway
said due to the large number of
InterVarsity members, the group should
be able to pay for the equipment themselves.
The Senate eventually passed the bill
allocating the money to InterVarsity for
new equipment. It must be passed by the
Executive Council for full approval.
Also at the meeting:
• Harmony, an organization that strives
to create a safe and supportive environment for gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered students, asked SGA for $1,000.
The money would pay for Judy Sheppard,
the mother of Matthew Shepard, a homosexual student who was murdered in
1998, to speak at JMU. Shepard charges a
$6,000 speaking fee. Swansburg said the
University Program Board is paying the
majority of the fee, with the Senate's share
being $1,000. The bill to allocate the money
awaits approval from Executive Council.
• The Senate also unanimously agreed on
their new logo. The logo was designed by
Rep. Andrew Miller.
Student Services
Chair Amy
DiBenedetto gives
her committee
report at Tuesday
night's SGA meeting. Senators
spent a good portion of the night
debating over
whether or not to
allocate funds to
campus organizations InterVarsity
and Harmony.

ADAM JONES/conlribulinK photographer
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POLICE IJOG, from page 2
was arrested and charged with possession of a false operator's license on Feb. 4 at
11:20 p.m. on University Boulevard, after campus police discovered she was carrying
both her own and her roommate's operator's license.

Destruction of Personal Property
• Unidentified individuals reportedly damaged the interior ot the passenger side door
of an automobile parked in CISAT-3 lot on Feb. 13 between 1 and 9 p.m.

Grand Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly stole two Shimano gear selectors and a specialized handlebar from a Shimano XTR Derailer bike from the basement of White Hall
between Feb. 13 at 8 p.m. and Feb. 14 at 12:30 p.m.
The cables were cut and the chain was damaged. The items were valued at $210.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly stole a pair of $300 Rossignol 193 cm yellow racing skis with blue and black bindings from the corridor in White Hall between Feb. 13 at
12:01 a.m. and Feb. Hat 11:30a.m.
• Unidentified individuals reportedly stole a red and black TREK 930 single track
Serial #1493728, the other a red and black Lemond, Tourmalet parked in the basement of Hanson Hall on Feb. 14 between 12 and 3 p.m.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals reportedly stole two aluminum cross braces, each approximately 90 inches long, from PC Ballroom between Feb. 11 at 2 p.m. and Feb. 14 at
6:30 a.m.
Five different events occurred over the weekend with approximately 1,000 people in
attendance. The braces were valued at $40.

Weapons Violation
• A JMU student was judicially referred for a weapons violation in Potomac Hall on
Feb. 11 at 8:55 p.m. City officers reportedly recovered two knives; one a sheathed dagger with a four-and-a-half-inch blade, the other a butterfly knife with a four-inch blade.
The subject was charged by the city police under a city ordinance.
Harassing Telephone Calls
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed harassing telephone calls to residence
halls on Feb. 13.
The location and time of the calls weren't reported.
Obscene Telephone Call
• Unidentified individuals reportedly placed obscene telephone calls to a JMU office
on Feb. 5.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 28:57
Number of parking tickets issued from Feb. 7 - Feb. 13: 953

JMU student charged
with credit card fraud
Harrisonburg Police have charged
senior Carletta Perkins, 21, of 1015 Lois
Lane with stealing an ex-friend's credit
card and charging purchases on it, The
Daily News-Record reported on Feb. 5.
Perkins was charged with credit card
theft and credit card forgery.
Perkins reportedly charged about
$1,000 on the card, which she used in
five locations locally and in Lynchburg,
Harrisonburg Police Spokesperson Lt.
Richard Sites said in the DN-R.
Sites didn't return numerous phone

calls placed by The Breeze over a period
of several days.
The victim in the case reported an
unactivated Visa card was stolen by
Perkins from her apartment at 1040 Lois
Lane in October 1999. In December, she
received a letter from Visa, stating that
she had activated the card, which the
victim alleges never happened.
Perkins said on Wednesday that she
expects the charges to be dropped today.
— FROM STAFF REPORTS

Admissions applications
increase from last year
JMU saw a 6.5 percent rise in the
number of applications for next year's
freshman class after several years of
declining numbers.
According to a JMU press release,
more than 13,800 applications were
received.
According to the Office of
Institutional Research Web site, JMU
received 12,980 applications for this
year's freshman class (1999). JMU

received the largest number of applications for admission to its freshman class
in 1997 with 14,005 applications. In 1998,
the number of applications fell to 13,157.
Notification letters of student acceptance to JMU will be mailed in early
April for regular admission applicants.
A detailed demographic breakdown
of the applications hasn't been made yet.
— FROM STAFF REPORTS
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Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing

Our Gasoline
Is 100%
Guaranteed^

"a most unique and exciting store"
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Also, HEMP and FINDINGS!!
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Visit us at:
163 So. Main St or call 43'2=t894 for hours and information

Making it easier everyday!r™

Tapestries • Drums

Depression.
A flaw in chemistry,

STOP
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liir more information call l-HOO-7l7-.il 11
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NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR RESEARCH
ON SCHIZOPHRENIA AND DEPRESSION

Making decisions on where to live next year
until you have checked out all your options.
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HAIR*TANNING & MASSAGE

564-2770
Corner of University Blvd
and Reservoir St.
(Across from Sheetz)
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Hunters Ridge
Condominiums & Townhomes
Madison Manor

High speed Internet access & Digital TV
2, 4 & 5 Bedrooms
2, 3 and 4 bedroom apartments/townhouses
Pool, Basketball Court, Tennis Court, Fireplace

Mountain View Heights

4 bedrooms & 4 bathrooms

Madison Gardens

3 bedrooms & 3 decks

Madison Square

3 bedroom townhouses

Duke Gardens

3 bedrooms, close to campus

Madison Terrace

1, 2 & 3 bedrooms

University Place

3 & 4 bedrooms

Country Club Court

3 & 4 bedroom townhouses

WOLFF SUPER BEDS

TAN til
SPRING BREAK
only $20
Highlights (sale) $30
Colors (sale) $30
Perms (sale) $30
Full Body Massage
(sale) $25
Buy 12 Tanning Visits
For $27 and get j>_more
FREE
Bring this Ad by 3-6-00!

L

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, INC
www.oflcampushousing.com
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THE INTERNET:
A WORLD OF ISOLATION?

Colleges
Indiana U. the latest to ban MP3 site Napster.com
Indiana University has decided to follow the lead of several other
universities and ban campus Internet access to the popular MP3
Web site Napster.com, The Indiana Daily Student has reported.
Officials said the site uses up about 50 percent of Internet pipe
connections and slows down access to other Web resources.
Students living in lU's Greek houses and residence halls have
significantly increased their use of Napster since November 1999,
officials told IDS. The Web site offers downloadable music in MP3
format, which is a controversial practice itself due to copyright
issues, officials said.
Officials at Northwestern University, Oregon State University and
the University of Washington have also banned traffic from similar
Web sites because of the space they consume, according to the
Harvard Crimson.
Students were mixed in their opinions, and though some
sympathized with the university, others said a Napster.com ban
could be just the beginning.
"It is not a solution, because another program will come along
that everyone will begin to use, and then they will have to block
that," IU sophomore Scott McDaniel told IDS.

Students angry with public displays of affection
Some students at Seattle Pacific University have been so kissyface with each other that other students are reviewing the campus'
rules on public display of affection.
The public groping has embarrassed many students, who say
they're tired of being confronted with it when they're walking down
hallways or into other common areas, such as the student lounge.
Their complaints have prompted a student-led committee to review to
consider posting signs reminding students what is and is not
appropriate behavior.
One sign posted on the campus' chapel door already informs
students that the chapel is "not for making out. Please be an adult."
Kimberiee Campbell, director of residence life for the university,
told The Falcon she hopes students will use good judgment and
resolve their conflicts before getting her staff involved in the issue.
— FROM WIRE REPORTS

Nation
Sixth-grader reportedly stabs classmates
PORT ST. LUCIE — A 12-year-old boy arrested for reportedly
stabbing two classmates with a syringe told police he did it for fun, the
Associated Press reported.
Apparently, the syringe contained an unidentified yellowish-orange
substance when the boy used it, which he allegedly found in bushes
near Southport Middle School, according to media reports.
The sixth-grader has been charged with two counts of felony,
aggravated battery and has been suspended from school pending an
expulsion hearing.
St. Lucie County sheriffs spokesman Mark
Weinberg told reporters: "He takes the syringe inside and jabs a
student in front of him and beside him through their clothes. He didn't
plunge the needle in. We asked him why he did it. He indicated it was
just for fun."
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recently said it would give all its
employees a personal computer
and Internet connection, Nie said.
"They just bought themselves
hundreds of thousands of hours of
free labor," he said. "You no
longer have to pack a briefcase to
work at home. Now it's all sitting
there waiting for you."
Yet if people are doing work at
home, they've also brought their
home into work. One reason
they're not getting everything

The Internet is turning people
into more solitary beings who can
hardly be bothered to call Mom on
her birthday. Meanwhile, it's also
causing them to spend more hours
at the office and to take the office
home with them at night
Those are some of the conclusions of a major new study of
Internet users conducted by
Stanford University's Institute for
the Quantitative Study of Society.
But even before its official
unveiling here Tuesday, the survey
of 4,113 individuals was receiving
extensive criticism, guaranteeing
more debate over this technology.
"We're moving from a world
in which you know all your neighbors, see all your friends, interact
with lots of different people every
>>
day, to a functional world, where
interaction takes place at a distance," said Norman Nie, a
Norman Nie
Stanford political science professor
Stanford political science professor
and director of the institute. "Can
you get a hug, a warm voice, over
done at the office may be because
the Internet?"
A quarter of the survey they're so busy writing e-mail to
respondents who use the Internet far-flung chums, ordering books
more than five hours a week said from y4mazon.com, sending cards
they spend less time with friends via BlueMountain.com, checking on
and family, either on the phone the price of Cisco stock, researchor in person. Ten percent said it ing their vacation in Tuscany,
had reduced out-of-home social gambling on electronic lotteries
and gazing upon Pamela
activities.
If personal interaction — not to Anderson Lee's raw beauty.
In other words, worktime and
mention time with such old-fashioned media as newspapers and, hometime are blending. "Life
particularly, television — were becomes a continuous stream
losers, employers benefited. A organized around the Internet,"
quarter of the respondents said the Nie said.
But while the scholar believes
time they spent working at home
the
Internet is, on balance, making
had increased, while their hours at
employees
more productive, other
the office had either stayed the
experts disagree.
same or actually gone up as well.
William D. Bygrave, who
No wonder Ford Motor Co.

We 're moving
away from a world
in which you
know all your
neighbors, see all
your friends . ..

teaches at the Blank Center for
Entrepreneurship at Babson
College in Massachusetts, used to
monitor the daily traffic for the
Drudge Report, which cybermuckraker Matt Drudge would
helpfully post at his site.
"I noticed his weekday traffic
was much, much greater than his
Saturday and Sunday traffic, even
though he was breaking new stories on weekends to heighten
interest in his TV show on
Saturday evening and his radio
show on Sunday evenings," the
professor said.
Bygrave's
explanation:
"Workers read Drudge's homepage from their offices during the
day rather from their homes on
evenings and weekends." He
noted, too, that eBay always
seems to have traffic snarls during
weekdays.
"It's time that used to be spent
at the water cooler or getting a cup
of coffee. Except we're still doing
that, too," Bygrave said. "So we
say, 'I can finish this project
tonight or early tomorrow morning.' Before the Web there was a
lot more pressure to clear your
desk by the end of the day. Now
it's never cleared."
Two-thirds of those surveyed
spend fewer than five hours a
week on the Net, and their behavior changed little. But the longer
people have been hooked up to
the Net, the more time they spend
on it, the study found. So Nie predicted the anti-social trends
would only increase, which
meant the issue should be closely
examined now.
"If we began to think of the
negatives at the beginning of the
last century, maybe we'd have
done some things differently . . ."
he said.

Columbine High faced with tragedy once again
This shell-shocked community awoke to another horror Monday:
the slaying of two teens at a Subway sandwich shop in a strip mall
only blocks from Columbine High School.
One victim, Nick Kunselman, 15, worked at the store; Stephanie
Hart, 16, was his girlfriend. Both were sophomores at Columbine.
As teachers told stunned students of the deaths, some broke
into sobs or became distraught.
"People are extremely upset. There is a sense of, 'Not again, not
another senseless tragedy," said Rick Kaufman, spokesman for the
Jefferson County School District.
Police said they received a call just after midnight from a Subway
manager, who was driving by the shop and saw the lights on, long
after the 10 p.m. closing time. She went inside and discovered the
teens, dead from apparent gunshot wounds, according to the sheriffs office. The time of death has not been determined.
Police were tracking information about a young white male,
dressed in a red jacket and flared pants, who was seen leaving the
area. They said there was a security monitor in the store but would
not comment on whether a tape was recovered. Late Monday, no
suspect had been identified. Sheriff's office spokesman Steve
Davis said authorities had not pinpointed a motive but had ruled out
a murder-suicide.
— FROM WIRE REPORTS

MEGAN MONTGOMERY/ senior photographer

JMU's chapter of Alpha Epslton Delta, a national premedical honor society, presented a $500 check to the
Harrisonburg Rocklngham Free Clinic Tuesday night. Presenting the check were sophomore Sarah Strong,
junior Tami Engjeman and adviser Cletus Sellers Jr. Elly Swecker received the check on behalf of the clinic.
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Sun. Jan 23

Men. Jan 24

Tues. Jan 25

Wed. Jan 26

Thurs. Jan 27

Fri. Jan 28

Sal. Jan 29

Grits
Scrambled Eggs
Homefried Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Chicken Noodle Soup
Baked Ham
Scalloped Potatoes
Green Beans
Casablanca Stew /
Couscous

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Chicken Nuggets
Sloppy Joe Sandwich
Macaroni & Cheese
Carrots
Lima Beans

Smoked Turkey Tortilla Soup
Cheesesteak Subs
Beef and Chicken
Chicken Pot Pie
Potatoes au Gratin
Corn
Sauteed Onions
Sauteed Peppers

Cream of Tomato Soup
Honey Mustard Chicken
Pork BBQ Sandwich
Roasted Red Potatoes
Onion Rings
Italian Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
Turkey Broccoli Divan
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Sesame Vegetables

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hard Shell Taco
Fish Sandwich
Spanish Rice
Corn
Retried Beans

Vegetarian Sloppy Joes

Vegan Macaroni Dinner

Pasta and Vegetable
Casserole

Mexican Vegetables

Bean and Cheese
Enchilada

Oatmeal
Scrambled Eggs
Hashbrown Potatoes
Bacon
French Toast
Maryland Clam Chowder
French Dip Sandwich
Mixed Vegetables

MAMA MIA:

Lasagna w/ Meat Sauce
Fettuccmi Alfredo

Manicotti
Penne w/ Tomatoes
and Peppers

Tortellini with Tomato,
Mushroom Sauce
Pasta with Creamy
Peas and Ham

Farfalle with
Mushroom Cacciatore
Calzone

Ravioli
Pasta with
Peas Tomatoes

Exhibition Salad:
Wrap:
Soup:

Oriental Chicken Salad
California Wrap
Mushroom Barley Soup

Caesar Salad
BBQ Beef Wrap
Garden Vegetable Soup

Taco Salad
Small Turkey Wrap
Mexican Com and Boan Soup

Spinach Salad
Italian Wrap
Zesty Minestrone Soup

CheTs Salad
BIT Wrap
French Onion Soup

SANDWICH CITY:

Grilled Chicken Breast
Chilled Ham & Cheese

Veggie Burgers
Breaded Mushrooms

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Burger
Onion Rings

Grilled Chicken Breast
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

Turkey Burgers
Chicken Salad Melt

Sweet & Sour Chicken.
Shrimp Creole
Rice
Stir Fry Broccoli
Corn on Cob

Roast Turkey w/ Gravy
Garden Quiche
Mashed Potatoes
Green Beans
Cauliflower

Wing Dings
Salisbury Steak with
Gravy
Egg Noodles
Peas
Creamed Onions

Scrambled Eggs
Scrambled Eggs w/ Cheese
Hashbrown Potatoes
Bacon / Sausage Patty
Cinnamon Apples

Fried Chicken
BBQ Pork Ribs
Potatoes au Gratin
Roasted Root Vegetables
Zucchini Squash

Chicken Vegetable
Stir Fry
Country Style Steak
Rice
Peas
Italian Green Beans

Cheese and
Pepperoni Pizza
Chicken & Mushrooms
Egg Noodles
Broccoli
Succotash

Pad Thai

Country Vegetable Stew

Orzo with Tomato I Feta

Chili Con Corny

Egg Rolls

Zuni Stew

Baked Cavatelli
Rotmi w/
Broccoli and Tomatoes

Linguini with
Garlic Cream Sauce
Italian Sausage with
Sauce

Radiatore with
Creamy Tomato Sauce
Stuffed Shells

Meatballs in Sauce
Spaghetti with
Parmesan and Peas

Four Bean Bake
MAMA MIA:
Baked Penne
Pasta with Ratatouille
SANDWICH CITY:

MEXICAN NIGHT

Hearty
Breast of ($1-29
Chicken Soup

PIZZA NIGHT

ASIAN NIGHT

Chickfil A
Chicken
Salad

A tasty combination of
healthy chunks of chicken,
chopped carrots and celery
with egg
noodles in a
hearty broth.
Served in
a 8oz.
container.

our delicious Sandwich

We Didn't Invent The Chicken,
Just The Chicken Sandwich*

Ham,
Turkey or
Big Duke Sub

VEGAN BAR

chicken salad is freshly
made with Chick-fil-A
chicken, blended with fresh
s~
-^ingredients and
$1.99 ) served on
toasted whole
wheat bread.

Choice of
one: chips,
potato salad,
pasta salad
or fresh fruit

20 oz.
Fountain
Beverage

|

GOURMET NIGHT

WINGS AND THINGS

DASANI WATER
51,000 / COMPUTER GIVEAWAY
To eite' Pace your Dasan, water label In
entry oo*es in the following locations with
you' name, add'ess. and phone number.

Contest mited to JMU Students On y
Drawing to oe' neld on
March 31, 2000 G boons Dnmg Ha

TRY THE GRILL FOR LUNCH!

O

i

Mexican Fried Rice

Pasta
with Shrimp Sauce
Pasta
with Green Beans

N

Feb 15-18

Root
Beer
Float

L

CREATIVE FOOD
COOKED TO
ORDER FOR YOU!
RESERVATIONS
RECOMMENDED CALL 568-7555

6" $3.70
12" $5.00

o

pc
dukes

The Festival ~ Door 4
PC Dukes - Market One

A CHANGE OF PACE WITH A
CHANGE OF TASTE
-_
SERVING FRESH, M A D^S
G I
L
SEASONAL,

I

WALK IN SEATING AVAILABLEII
Accepting cosh, FLEX, Dining Dollors, Dining Dollars Gold, ond Duke
Cords. Meol plan participants receive 3 meal punches per semester
Meal plan punches extend an $8 50 equivalence ot lunch ond dinner

$1.50
While Supplies Last!
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UHC throws a line' to luckless in love
UHC, from page 1

Panelists agreed the girl should clue
her friend in, but only if it is for the right
reasons. "Don't tell her if your intention is
to gloat or rub it in her face," Wing said.
"But she'll probably find out sooner or
later, so it would be the best thing to hear
it from you."
"What are the health risks from
engaging in anal sex?"
Panelists discussed the damage anal
penetration can do to sphincter muscles
and the spread of sexually transmitted
diseases. "If anal muscles are torn or damaged, there is a higher chance for infection
because there is a lot of bacteria in that
area of the body," Oddenin said.
"I have been dating the same guy for
two years and I still haven't had an
orgasm. Any suggestions?"
Panelists agreed too much emphasis is
placed on having an orgasm, which can
lead to the feeling like not having one is a

failure. "Open communication with your
partner is one of the best ways to work
toward fixing the problem," Miller said.
"Also, the use of drugs and alcohol could
hinder orgasm, or maybe there is just a
sexual dysfunction."
Some members of the audience had
their own advice — get another guy.
"Does the Health Center offer the 'morning after' pill?"
Yes, the Health Center provides the
emergency contraceptive for $10. The
1 lealth Center also offers free condoms.
"The pill is 75 percent effective against
pregnancy, but should be used for emergency cases only, not as a regular form of
contraception," Simmons said.
Side effects of the contraceptive
include nausea, vomiting and headaches.
"Whafs the difference between a clitoral orgasm and a G-spot orgasm?"
Panelists said although they are in two
different places, the responses are not
entirely different. However, more

orgasms in women are achieved by clitoral stimulation.
"It depends on a woman's preferences," Wing said.
"My friends are trying to outdo each
other on where to get piercing. Is genital
piercing desensitizing?"
Panelists said it could go either way.
"Some find genital and breast piercing .is
a sexual enhancer," Oddenino said.
"However, there have been cases where
piercing an infection have caused damage." Panelists urged those who want
piercings to do research.
"Why do men sometimes have erections when they wake up in the morning?"
Panelists explained that the highest
levels of testosterone are secreted in the
morning hours.
"What is the difference between sexual assault and rape?"
The panelists defined sexual assault as

any unwanted sexual advance, which
includes touching, fondling and force.
Rape is non-consensual penetration.
"No person deserves to be the victim
of such acts," Applehans said. "If you
think you have been a victim, report it.
You have done nothing wrong."
"All my boyfriend and 1 do is drink ..
. should I be worried?"
Though the audience said no, panelists
said yes.
"Drugs and alcohol impair the senses,
and for a healthy relationship, there
should be some interaction with your
boyfriend that is uninfluenced by substances," Miller said. "I'm also concerned
that there might be the problem of alcohol
abuse."
Moumen advised to "get to know him
without the alcohol. Otherwise, there's no
future, and you aren't going to last."
Panelists also mentioned that 87 percent of sexual assaults are drug or alcoholinfluenced.

Housing plethora may outgrow students
HOUSING, from page 1
Evans said the percentage of
returning students annually fluctuates between 44 and 48 percent. Next semester is projected
to have a 44-percent return rate.
"I would not be surprised if
we see some additional decrease
for 2000-2001 due to the new
construction," she said.
"It is common for us to be at
between 100 percent and 102 percent of capacity for fall semester
[freshmen triples account for the
surplus]," Evans said. "Then
they drop to about 96 percent for
the spring semester. That gives
us an annual percentage of
around 98 percent."
There was 100 percent occupancy of residence halls last
semester. This semester, 5,634
students live on campus with
5,721 spaces. This equates to 98
percent occupancy, which is 2
percent higher than ORL projected.
Evans said the percentage has
dropped to 98 percent due to students who have transferred,
withdrawn due to academic suspension, studying abroad, graduated or student teach.
Evans said she expects next
year's freshman class to remain
similar in size to this year. There
should be no problem filling
freshman residence halls next
year.
Although on-campus housing
has not yet experienced a decline,
ORL is prepared to fill vacancies
left by upperclassmen who move
off campus with transfer students, Evans said.
"We do not typically have a
lot of room for this population
(transfer students), so if our

numbers are lower than we
expect, we hope to capture some
of this group," she said.
JMU opened two new residence halls recently, Chesapeake
Hall in August 1999 and
Potomac Hall in August 1998.
Both house about 410 students
and are located on the CISAT
campus.
Evans said the new residence
halls were built to alleviate the
need to use Howard Johnson's
motel, Wine-Price Hall and several four-person apartments in
Hunter's Ridge that had been
leased.
More on-campus spaces will
be available for next year with
the re-opening of Ashby Hall.
Located in the Bluestone area, it
was closed for renovation last
year and is scheduled to reopen
in fall 2000 to house 66 students.
Evans said she does not feel
that the competition between offcampus companies and JMU has
been direct.
"While the addition of new
beds in the community may
impact our numbers, direct competition is a difficult topic, since
our products are so very different," she said.
However, she said, "We
[ORLJ would be remiss if we
were not concerned that this
could likely have an effect upon
on-campus occupancy."
Off-campus property managers aren't expressing much
concern with the new growth.
Lisa Holtzworth, a manager
at Ashby Crossing, said they are
just as full this year as they were
this time last year, so the new
competition isn't worrying them.
"It's healthy for us to be a little
concerned," she said. "We're

STEVE C.lJiSSIsenior plutionrapher

Sun Chase Apartments, a new complex on Neff Avenue, will have
764 spaces for students next year.
keeping an eye on it, but it hasn't
affected us yet. It will affect us in
some sort of way, but it won't
affect us immediately."
Williams, general manager of
LB&J Limited, which alsoowns
South View and the Commons,
said JMU is an attractive location for housing companies to be
built because it is a growing university that has a lot to offer.
Williams is confident that
despite the increasing number of
units for students to live in, there
still will be full occupancy in
Stone Gate by next year. He said
he is sure that JMU will grow
enough to eventually fill all
apartment complexes.
But figures provided by the

OIR show that JMU expects to
grow by less than 100 students
between now and 2003.
Williams said he doesn't
think competition among housing companies and on-campus
administrators for student residents will leave anyone shortchanged. "I think that everyone
will end up happy in the end
with their percentages," he said.
Ron Turner, property manager of Olde Mill Village, which is
owned by Pendry and Constable,
said he does not feel threatened
by competition from newer
housing.
"Of course there's a general
assumption that we [Olde Mill)
might not do as well," he said. "I

would assume almost everyone
would not do quite as well since
there are just that many more
beds. We were not anticipating
that we would get hit by that
[new housing] as much as maybe
some other people would
because we do have a different
location. We're not a part of that
crowd on the hill."
Property managers for offcampus apartment complexes
acknowledge that there is competition for JMU students. Patterson said Sun Chase Apartments
have several features that were
designed to surpass the competition, such as a clubhouse, business center and a 24-hour access
room and an Olympic-size pool
with a waterfall.
However, Evans said not all
students will feel the need for
such luxuries.
"It is up to the student to
decide what is necessary and
what is a nice add-on," she said.
"These types of amenities are not
free."
Senior SMAD major Patrick
Giardina said he wasn't very
impressed with the listing of
amenities offered by Sun Chase.
"All that stuff doesn't really
matter unless you make use of it
and it doesn't change the fact
that people will still be living in
paper mache, prefab apartments," Giardina said. "It would
be better if they reduced rent."
But senior art major Jen
Lorentzen said students may not
be concerned with the additional
money involved.
"I think the students, because
their parents are paying the rent,
are not conscious of it," she said.
— Staff writer Keri Schwab
contributed to this story.
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which haw been gained by
reason and humanity over error
and oppression."
— James Madison
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and space.
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Music industry put itself in a box
and invade the privacy o'f the stuIf it wasn't here before, the back ... even at JMU.
The music industry has contacted dents who pay for the privilege
Internet Age is now officially
upon us. Luring readers to the JMU about problems on campus of using JMU's bandwidth. After
front page of the Feb. 14 issue of The involving illegal MP3 downloading all, if the university searched for
MP3 files, who knows what else it
Breeze was a story about cracking using Napster.com.
would
find. Pornography?
However, JMU has not brought
down on the illegal downloading of
Incriminating documents?
MP3 files on college campuses — the legal penalties against any students,
We're
relieved to see JMU respectdespite
dozens
of
violations,
said
music industry's move to prosecute
ing
the
privacy of its students.
J.W.
Myers,
assistant
vice
president
offenders and JMU's virtual
Privacy,
even in this global
don't ask, don't tell policy u
regarding MP3s.
Some universities, such as
connected by bandwidth, should some importance.
Kent State and Carnegie
J
As for the copyright
fJ
Mellon, are trying to stop the
issue
still
hold
some
importance.
> nobody should be
illegal use of MP3 files by their
downloading illegal MP3
students. Some have even been
files for the same reason
criminally charged with illegal
videos
rented
from
for information technology and that
copyright infringement.
Blockbuster should not be recordinformation systems.
Students who download MP3s do
While illegal downloading is ed from one VCR to another.
it for convenience, power over selec- "prolific at every university in the
When this happens, the artists
tion and simple economics.
country right now," Myers said, the don't get their royalties. But in theo"1 used to go out and buy a CD for university's current policy is to noti- ry, shouldn't today's artists be mak$15 just for one song and now 1 get it fy students found in violation in ing better albums and shouldn't the
[through] MP3 and listen to it as hopes that they will stop.
music industry stop overcharging
much as I want," freshman Lauren
Downloading files has not disrupt- for below-average products?
York said in the Feb. 14 Breeze.
If the music industry wants to
ed the network, so technology offiThe music industry has gotten cials have no need to be worried stop this situation, it should start
itself into this mess by overpricing about the activity slowing the system by cleaning its own house
mediocre CDs. Now that the tech- down. It also isn't moving to block instead of leaning on institutions
nology has gone mainstream, con- Napster.com from the JMU network.
to fix its problems.
sumers are using the industry's
If we're hearing officials corStudents have learned to use the
technology against it, so the crum- rectly, it appears as if JMU does- Internet to its advantage; perhaps the
bling empire is trying to strike n't want to overstep its bounds music industry should as well.

Privacy, even in this global village ^X^Z^sT^

Topic: What do you think needs the most improvement on campus?
"They need to
open a D-hall off
campus and serve
mashed potatoes
every day."

D

CAM!

"Parking and
bad liberal arts
courses. Also
time's no WXjM
I support!"

"My sex life.

'People need to be
more open to
dating
across
cultural lines."
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SPOTLIGHT

JANEMCHUG Wsenior photographer

John Horvath
senior, art

Laurin Askew
senior, ISAT

Matt Carty
senior, SCOM

Jen Sigler
junior, psychology
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Batman is better hero than Superman
Have you ever stayed up so late that
you start saying silly and inconsequential things? Like, for instance,
that Batman is cooler than Superman? I got
into one heinous argument with one of my
roommates over this exact statement. I'm not
saying this is important or anything, 1 just
want the world to concede that I am right!
Here we go. First I will define the word 'cooler7 for all those reading without knowledge
of popular culture. It means that I would
way rather meet Batman than Superman for
the easy-to-grasp following reasons.
First, let's delve into the backgrounds of
these two heroes. Batman tragically lost his
parents, witnessing their murder at a
young age. His psychological well being
now feeds off lawful revenge and the hope
that no one will ever suffer what he has.
What valor! He adapts to the dark underworld of Gotham by becoming part of it.
Superman, ah, Superman. Now this guy
got off his planet in some sort of pod or
something. OK, so Krypton is going to
undergo a Big Bang and for some unbeknownst reason, Superman's parents forget that they need escape pods, too. Oops!
So they send their kid off into space
because he's the only one that will fit into
the pod they had sitting around the house.
He floats around and eventually lands on
that most wonderful planet of planets:
Earth. He is taken in by the Kents and raised
in a farming community. How quaint. As he
grows, he gradually discovers that he has

super powers. That's right, his powers,
which are dormant on his own planet, suddenly come forth because he has changed
locations. So, from what I gather, all of us
earthlings could go over to Krypton, if it
were still there, and fly till the cows come
home. Hmmm . . . fun. He moves to
Metropolis, a city as clean-cut as this allAmerican boy is, and becomes a reporter for
the Daily Planet, a newspaper that apparently distributes to the entire world.
Now let's discuss style. Black
is in and always
has been. All
three primary
— Sarah
colors together?
Only Hilfiger
dares. And wearing letters on your shirt, is
that in case someone forgets who he is?
"Pssst! It starts with an 's'!" The extraordinary Batman plays it down. He blends into
his surroundings instead of hailing his
presence with a burst of clashing color.
Hey, if you want the bad guys to know
you're coming, then go for it, Supy. Bruce
Wayne was and is a "playboy millionaire"
born with style. Now this man can wear a
tux. But let's talk practicality. Batman,
caped and cowled in sleek black, definitely
does not want you to know who he is. He
knows all will be lost if he is found out.
Superman's disguise doesn't quite reflect
the same thought. Superman's elaborate
disguise is merely glasses. We'll never rec-

ognize him! Have you ever heard anyone
say, "I walked into to my room the other
day and my roommate didn't recognize
me because I was wearing glasses and not
a thread of spandex?" (No you haven't.
Stop lying.) Oh wait I forgot something!
Hair often makes a difference in one's look.
Yes, I am speaking of that perfect middleof-the-forehead curl Superman loves to
sport. So if you're ever confused, follow
this simple formula: no curl + glasses =
mild-mannered
Clark Kent, while
the curl/no glasses combo =
Superdude. Now
Smith
you've got it.
I keep hearing
this argument, "But Superman can fly" and
it is starting to make me ill. We must ask
ourselves if flying supercedes (excuse the
pun) ingenuity. My immediate and
absolutely correct response is no.
Superman can fly because of some fluke
alien power. Yes, flying is cool. I won't dispute that. But is he really doing a better job
than Batman? Upon reflection, I'd have to
admit that Batman bags as many criminals,
if not more, than S-man. The latter seems to
be constantly battling with that same old,
bald villain. Here's another stumper.
Batman can find many ways out of a situation, using his mind! Imagine that.
Superman relies on speed, strength, flight
and the uncanny ability to see Lois Lane

Breeze Reader's View

Darls & Pals are
submitted anonymously
and printed on a spaceavailable basis.
Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person or
event and do not
necessarily reflect the
truth.

DARTS
&PAT

through her apartment wall. And then
every so often, for some strange reason, he
gets all weak and can't seem to cope with
the rigors of superhero-dom.
Here are a few miscellaneous things to
ponder. The Batcave certainly fits the
motif, wouldn't you say? Batman —
Batcave, it makes sense. What would be the
parallel for Superman? I hope you all recall
that lovely vacation destination, The
Fortress of Solitude. Made entirely of ice,
Superman goes there when he needs to
think. Right — your hideout should be as
far away as possible. He should have
shopped around. I'm sure Canada had
some openings. Let's talk sidekicks for a
moment. I admit the Robin is a bit of a
pansy, but he's always there in a pinch.
Batgirl kicks butt. She balances college during the day and crime-fighting at night —
how does she do it? Supergirl, whose parents apparently owned only one small
escape pod as well, many times forgets to
show up. Or she may be late because of her
attempt to pull on clothes that are entirely
too small for her. What about Gotham's
resourcefulness in purchasing a Bat Signal
as opposed to Metropolis's "Superman will
instinctively come save us like Lassie saves
Timmy" policy. If you're still not convinced, let me just say one more thing:
BATMOB1LE. I doubt that Superman even
has a license.
Sarah Smith is a sophomore SMAD major.

Dart...
A "you-should-learn-to-control-yourself" dart to
the professor who became irate when a housekeeping
staffer tried to clean the hallway outside his classroom.
Sent in by a student who thinks you would
probably complain more if housekeeping didn't do
their job and thinks you need to set a better example
for your students.

Dart...

Dart...

Dart...

A "why-don't-you-get-a-life-or-a-hobby?" dart to
everyone who has sent in a petty dart or column
protesting about stupid issues.
Sent in by a student who thinks your problems are
pathetic and that you need to take a look at real
problems in the world.

A "does-the-word-'men'-look-like-'women'-toyou?" dart to the girls who utilize our men's
bathroom more than we do.
Sent in by the men in Chesapeake Hall who are
happy to share most things with you ladies, but think
you are asking too much.

A"find-a-better-way-to-take-out-your-drunkenaggression" dart to whomever broke the windshield
wiper off of my lady's car in Squire Hill last
weekend.
Sent in by a guy who thinks he knows who you are
and wants to make sure you pay for what you did.

Pat...

Fat...

Pat...

A "thanks-for-making-my-life-more-convenient"
pat to Linda in the payroll office for getting copies of
my W-2 forms to me in such short notice.
Sent in by a student who is relieved to get her
financial aid information all squared away.

A"thanks-for-helping-us-drown-our-Valentine'sblues" pat to whomever came up with the "Love
Potion #10" drink at bw-3.
Sent in by some lonely senior girls who were very
happy after tasting your Valentine's concoction and
now wish thai it could be Valentine's Day all year long.

A "thanks-for-being-such-an-awesome-staff' pat to
the Operation Supervisors who work at UREC this year.
Sent in by your supervisor who really enjoyed
working with you this year and is sad to be leaving
JMU after all this time.
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The proudest Mexican Restaurant in the Valley
Proud of the largest "South of the Border" menu!
Proud of the best servers in the business!
Proud of our delightful dining setting!
Proud of our "$3-75 any lunch with beverage"
Tuesday lunch special!

Open Everyday
11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Complete ABC
Beverages
243 Neff Ebony B
(Next to Sears)
434-8634

Special offer for the 7/V7M Community: gring this advertisement for a $1.00 off any meal, anytime except
for lunch on Tuesday!
Thursday Mite Special: After 5 p.m. buy 1 combination dinner cfi get 2nd dinner half price with ^JVIM 9D card.

Your

children
are a real

credit

ATTENTION:
Freshmen, Sophomores & Juniors

to you.

$Soo each

Iho'ic your pride anil joy.
what's more, they can n*c you
up to SS(K) each, subtracted
right oil raw Icilcral Income
tax. The Child lax Credit is
an important bcneftl of the

Taxpayer Relief Act.

Who quallBet? Eacrwlcpeiulem

STUDY ABROAD MEETING
ENGLAND • SCOTLAND • IRELAND
AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND
ARGENTINA • CHILE
COSTA RICA

child or descendant, stepchild
01 [oxter chihl under 17 as of
12/31/99. The child must he a
U.S. citizen or resident.
Credit is reduced when your

Meet the representative:

modilicd Adjusted Cross Income

Steve Seaworth

exceeds certain limits. Special
rules apply lor three or more

children.
Why wait for a refund? You
can take home more money
every payday, if you ask your
employer lo withhold less. (Be
careful to withhold enough to
avoid a penalty.)
See your 1999 tax booklet

Friday, February 18
11:00 am-1:30 pm
Information Table
Booth in Student Union by mailboxes

lor full details. Or check the
IRSWeh site: www.irs.gov

I hi lv'rrr.'>! /'.• tenue Srrvirc
nbrking '>> pat eril, <• jw.

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY^JRRO^n
BUTLER

UNIVERSITY

1100 West 42nd Street • Suite 305 • Indianapolis, IN • 46208-3345 • (800) 858-0229
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Need Some CASH for S rin

rea

C ome W
by Sunchase
ouncnase Today & Tour the Model

Enter to Win $250
CASH to be Given
Away to one Lucky
Person on March 1st!

Model Hours
M-F 10-6
SAT 10-3
(Chances of Winning 1 in 600 Restrictions Apply)
Ckance of Winning 1 in 300
Contest Begins Feb. 17 and noon on March 1st
Must begin and complete leasing process between Feb. 17
and noon on March 1st with the exception of Sunchase receiving
the completed packet form Lease Guarantor.

Roommate Connection
www. suncliase. net

437-4800
1941 Suncliase Drive
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now Leasing and Selling
Brand new Townhomes
Liuing Room and Den
Prluate Storage Shed
Conuenient Location
Patio/Deck
4 Bedrooms
21/2 Baths
Huge Kitchen
On Bus Route
JI11U Ethernet Connections
Cable and phone in each bedroom
Rents start at only $250 per person for unfurnished units

rr.

Limited number auailable.
Office Hours
From JMU take South Main St. and turn left
on Rocco Ave. across from the Hartman Dodge
just past the 1,2,3 Movie Theater.
On Rocco, turn right on Pheasant Run Circle.
The Model/Office is located at 579 Pheasant Run Circle.
Parking is available in the Pheasant Run Townhome Lot.

Roommate
situations available.

Mon.-Sat., 10-5 Sun., 10-2
closed Thurs.
Call 801-0660 or 877-266-7786
pheasan2@gte.net
,
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Put on your dancin' shoes
Club Latino to teach a Festival
of moves at'Salsarengue'

LOVE MAKES THE WORLD GO ROUND
WHAT: A celebration of international dance styles
WHERE: Godwin Hall 356
WHEN: Friday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.

Perfected, a group of three JMU students who
ULIE SPROESSER
write, produce and perform free-style rap are
staff writer
included in this year's program. The trio, which
You may have a chance to "Shake your bon consists of junior Sidney Wiredu, senior Thad Reid
bon" this weekend, but it won't be any thanks to and junior Alvaro Rodriguez, has been performing
Ricky Martin.
together for about two years.
While popular music may have spawned the
"What's unique about it is that it's based on
"Latin Explosion" of such stars this past year, it's our own personal experiences," Rodriguez
JMU's very own Club Latino that will provide all said about the group's music. "It can change
the opportunities you need to shake it up to Latin beats; lyrics or instrumentation depending on
music this weekend.
our moods at that moment
Hosting
its
famed
on stage."
"Salsarengue" this Saturday
Performing what's been
at the Festival, Club Latino
described
as "a poetic expresSALSARENGUE
will entertain your ears, tame
sion of emotional music,"
your twisted feet and satisfy WHAT: One of Club Latino's largest
EMP will add diversity with
fundraisers, this Health Passport
your social sentiments.
its hip-hop/rap concoction, to
Serving as one of Club event will teach moves in salsa,
the deejay musical lineup that
merengue and bachata.
Latino's largest fundraising
is to include salsa, merengue,
bachata and Latin hip-hop.
events, proceeds from the WHERE: The Festival food court
dance will go to community
"It's all about the beat,
oriented events run by the WHEN: Saturday from 10 p.m. to the rhythm, and the
instruments." Ortiz said,
club, as well as to the
1:30 a.m.
"It's loud and makes you
Migrant Education and
want to move."
Venezuelan Flood Victims ADMISSION: $5 at the door.
Attempting to provide a
funds, which the club is also Proceeds to benefit charitable causes.
crossover of many different
supporting through their
styles, Club Latino members
Annual "Celebracion Latina"
said they hope to get as many
to be held this March.
people involved in this year's
. The event, which began in
1997 as dance lessons in the Highland Room of event as possible.
"I think this event can benefit the university
Warren, was renamed "Salsarengue" by senior
Melissa Cruz, '98 Club President, and moved to PC because it lets the JMU community know that Club
Latino is interested in spreading awareness of the
Ballroom for the much needed space.
A great demand for Latin music and a popular Latino culture," Ortiz said.
This original event, which is also a Health
desire to learn the captivating dance moves have
quickly transformed this affair "from informal Passport event, is open not only to JMU students,
dance lessons to a full-blown festival," said junior but to the surrounding community and other universities as well.
Maggie Ortiz, current Club Latino president.
"The exciting thing about these dance forms is
While Club Latino still promises to teach
you some moves in salsa, merengue and bacha- that there are always new moves to learn ... music
ta, the event will also include a large variety of styles change so often and there are constantly new
moves created to accommodate the new music,"
musical styles.
A performance by EMP, Elements of Man Ortiz said.

X

ADMISSION: $2 at the door

Class, club to celebrate
international folk dances
AMELIA TABER
staff writer
____^_____^^__^_
The JMU international folk dance class and the Folk and
Ballroom (FAB) Club are sponsoring a no-experience-necessary
dance event tomorrow.
"Love Makes the World Go Round," will celebrate understanding, diversity and the joy of people dancing together, said adjunct
dance instructor Janet McCulloch.
"I am hoping for students from dance classes and other individuals from throughout campus, and the community at large, to
come and enjoy an evening discovering that international folk
dance is delightful and that people from various cultures are more
alike than they are different," McCulloch said.
McCulloch will teach most of the dance styles, including those
from Europe, Israel and the United States. Couple, group and line
dances will be taught.
"I have done many recreational dance evenings over the years
and even those who come reticently seem to end up enjoying the
experience immensely," she said.
The FAB Club dancers will also perform for the participants
in a festive atmosphere with light refreshments and decorations
arranged by members of the club and the international folk
dance class.
Participants are urged to dress in attire that is a "step up" from
jeans and sneakers, said Nancy Kupec, dance secretary.
Ladies should wear skirts and anyone with attire from
another county is encouraged to wear that. Soft-soled shoes are
also preferred.
The music for the event will be provided on tapes and CDs,
originally recorded in the countries represented.
"It should be a wonderful, exciting experience and everyone is
encouraged to come give it a try," McCulloch said.
The dance will be held in Godwin 356 at 7:30 p.m. Friday and
costs $2.

Court Square Theater to Rag W Roll with Blue Rags
NICOLE CADDIG AN
ll contributing writer

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE COURT SQUARE THEATER

A group playing speed ragtime,
rock-a-billy and bluegrass will perform this weekend.
The Blue Rags are coming to the
Court Square Theater on Saturday at
8 p.m. The band, from Ashville, N.C.,
has opened for Squirrel Nut Zippers,
with whom the Blue Rags' music has
been compared.
The Blue Rags have a progressive
sound and entertain audiences with

their unmistakable quirkiness.
Recent record releases include
Rag'N'Roll and Eat at Joe's. The band
is currently working under the Sub
Pop record label, which has been
made famous for giving Nirvana its
start. Sub Pop is a progressive label
out of Seattle.
The Blue Rags performed last
year at the Artful Dodger and the
Mid-Atlantic
College
Radio
Conference sponsored by WXJM.
The band is scheduled to play at
MACRoCK again in April.

THE BLUE RAGS
WHAT: A band that plays
ragtime, rock-a-billy and
bluegrass
WHERE:
The
Court
Square Theater
WHEN: Saturday at 8 p.m.
ADMISSION: $8. Tickets are
available at the door, Town &
Campus Records, Plan 9 and
Calhoun's Restaurant &
Brewing Company
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McDonald's
Dollar Deals

CELEBRATE!
Ger ro
9 rooAvfff
PCAA/

Six Piece Chicken McNuggets
Y
BOB
,on
ChantMAW*
Down Bobylon

ANGELO
D>
^^^

$13.99 CD

$13.99CD

JAY-I
Life & Times
of S. Carter
$14.99 CD

JAGGED EDGE
j. E. Heartbreak
$13.99 CD

Sausage McMuffin With Egg

Each Only A $ I!
For a limited time.
Participation may rartj.

Double Cheeseburgerr

In Kroger Shopping Center
1790-96 E. Market Street
Mon.-Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-6 • 434-9999
http://www.plan9music.com

t 2000 McRmald't Corporation

http://events.jmu.edu

online
allthetime
A University
a
NFORMfiTION

all together one™
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'Cider'
does rule
I
RENT ANDREW BOWLES
Breeze film critic

"THE CIDER HOUSE RULES"
Rated PG-13
Running time 125 minutes
The last few weeks of each year usually
spill forth with a number of Oscar-contending movies, most of them often among
the better films of the year. It's tough for a
film critic; it seems "best of the year" lists
revise almost daily. In the end, it's doubtful another movie will eclipse "The Cider
House Rules" as the loveliest and most
well-crafted film of 1999.
Adapted by acclaimed author John
Irving from his own novel of the same
name, "The Cider House Rules" tells the
touching and quirky tale of young Homer
Wells, an unlicensed doctor who, working
under the tutelage of an elder physician at
a secluded Maine orphanage, delivers
babies, reluctantly observes abortions and
yearns to see what other pursuits might
await him in the realm of World War IIera New England. He meets a strikingly
beautiful couple, played by Charlize
Theron and Paul Rudd, the former in a
delicate condition (read: an unwanted
pregnancy), the latter a good-natured pilot
with his head in the clouds.
The trio forms just the kind of nurturing relationship Homer needs. He tries,
among other things, apple picking, a
profession so simple in its direction yet
rich in the colleagues it offers Homer
that he ultimately discovers both the
fatherly love of his ether-addicted mentor and the romantic and sexual love a
woman can give.
"The Cider House Rules" is in its most
effortless moments a film about care giving; in whatever form, be it within a family, between friends or in a hospital, it is
among the most basic constituents of the
human condition. Irving's script explores
more subtle nuances in human emotion
than it seems possible to put into manageable words; sufficed to say that "The
Cider House Rules" speaks to something
nearly wordless yet as identifiable and
suited to the senses as the touch of a
mother's hand.
Tobey Maguire seems to have cornered the market on coming-of-age stories ("The Ice Storm," "Pleasantville,"
and the upcoming "Wonder Boys"), and
his performance as Homer is nicely
wrought. It would be foolhardy, however, to cite Maguire as the chief presence
in the film: Theron, Rudd, Delroy Lindo
and particularly Michael Caine are
equally splendid, guided brilliantly by
director Lasse Hallstrom, who delivers
moments that are sentimental without
being overwrought. Glistening cinematography gives the film the aura of a
precious fable, yet stirring music by
Rachel Portman steeps the film in a gossamer Americana.
A fine effort by all involved (particularly Irving, whose screenplay is efficient
despite its scope), and as memorable a
film as movie theaters are likely to present for quite a while to come.
Don't miss this one.
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Leo-mania returns!
'Beach' to sink faster than Titanic Leo takes idiotic
'Beach' trip
island, of which Richard has the only
known map.
After some trials, tribulations and
How in the world do you top monkeys, they find their beach. Only
"Titanic"?
thing is, it is already occupied by a
Leonardo DiCaprio gives it his best group of hippies in a modern version
shot in "The Beach."
of Walden Pond. The three travelers
This in no Virginia Beach! Director join the group and for a while Richard
Danny Boyle ("Trainspotting") gives finds paradise. But paradise is never as
us a beach full of sexy French girls, simple as it seems and soon things start
endless white sand, crystal, clear to go wrong.
azure waters and a cool booming techWhat is Richard willing to do to
no soundtrack.
keep his perfect beach? And is the beach
But the question remains: Beyond really paradise?
These are the questions Richard faces
the eye candy, can the film give us anything in terms of real substance?
in this hot and steamy jungle.
Well close, but no cigar.
The film focuses on Leo's character,
The film's problem is that it has to and this is good and bad. Good in that
compete with itself for attention. First we get to know Richard well, but bad in
we have the overpowering presence of that we don't get to know anyone else.
Leo to deal with, and secondly the (This could be a bonus for girls obsessed
beautiful tropical setting threatens the with a shirtless DiCaprio running
around the jungle).
other actors.
DiCaprio plays Richard, an immaBut, for the rest of us, the film
ture and egotistical free spirit who is leaves us with a hollow feeling, and
searching the world for some sort of it eventually does get boring watchparadise on earth. His idea of paradise ing Leonardo go through a half-hour
is a tropical beach. But not just any long starvation-induced-Indian-like
beach will do for this wandering soul. spirit quest.
The good thing about the film is
Richard wants a place of pure freedom, pristine isolation and definitely the cinematography. The white beaches and neon glowing foreign cities are
no tourists.
He winds up in a cockroach-infested brought to life with amazing color
youth hostel in Bangkok where he and vividness. It is a nice sneak peak
meets an exotic French girl named at Spring Break with its glow of tropiFrancoise (Virginie Ledoyen) and her cal beaches.
boyfriend Etienne (Guillaume Canet).
In the end, the film is thematically
These fellow travelers are also looking heavy handed, but just seeing the
for adventure, they team up and set off blinding white beach almost makes up
together to find a legendary Utopian for it.
ELSON CRAGG
staff
writer
\

I

RENT ANDREW BOWLES
Breeze film critic

Based on Alex Garland's 1997 novel,
"The Beach" is the newest film from the
team behind "Trainspotting" (although
that doesn't excuse their last movie, "A
Life Less Ordinary").
Directed by Danny Boyle from a
screenplay by John Hodge, "The Beach"
follows a trio of shiftless, lay about 20something punks (Richard, plus a French
couple) on a preposterous search for a
mysterious island paradise.
Once there, not only do they discover
fields of marijuana guarded by sweaty,
gun-toting thugs, but they stumble upon a
community of more shiftless, lay about 20something hippies living like Ewoks.
If this sounds idiotic... well, it is.
There's not much point to this movie,
which goes nowhere for two hours, other
than to watch Richard walk around with
his shirt off, fight and kill a shark (!), fall in
love, get laid, smoke a joint or two, then go
native and sulk around the jungle feeling
sorry for himself.
Getting past all the post-'Titanic" teenybopper idolatry, however, DiCaprio is an
excellent actor, and his earnest performance
— it is, above all, believable — is the movie's
only saving grace. Boyle's over-the-top stylishness is sporadic enough to be silly, and
the techno-pop soundtrack (with moody
score by Angelo Badalamenti) is unbelievably inappropriate.
— "The Beach" (R, 118 min.)* *

This week at the box office:

'Scream 3' continues to spook
folks from 'Beach/ 'Snow Day*
I NTHONY MARCHEGIANO
]|senior writer
In what was a close race
for the number-one hit at the
box office this past weekend,
Wes Craven's "Scream 3"
stranded "The Beach" in second, as it sailed off to victory.
The final installment of the
"Scream" franchise came in
first for the second straight
week with $16.3 million. Even
though it came in first, the
Neve Campbell thriller experienced a 53 percent drop
from its impressive opening
last weekend.
The horror film has made
$57 million in its two weeks
of release.
In his first starring role
since the mega blockbuster
"Titanic,"
Leonardo

DiCaprio's "The Beach"
washed up into second place
with $15.3 million.
The adventurous thriller's
success has been hindered by
critical boos and an R-rating
from the MPAA, which is
keeping away the teenybopper audience that makes up
much of the core of
DiCaprio's fan base.
"The Beach" had the highest per screen average with
$5,998 on 2,547 screens.
Two new kiddie flicks
also broke the top five with
strong openings.
In a surprise this weekend, Paramount's "Snow
Day" collected an impressive
$14.3 million. The comedy,
which
came
from
Nickelodeon studios, hopes
that it can continue to beat

out Disney's new kiddie flick.
In what looks like an addi"The Tigger Movie" tion to the "First Wives Club,"
hopped into third placed this "Hanging Up" comes out
weekend with $9.4 million. Friday. However it is not conThe Disney machine lost out nected to the "Club" in any
to Paramount this weekend, way, it just has a similar story.
however, with rave reviews Three sisters (Diane Keaton,
coming in for the newest Meg Ryan and Lisa Kudrow)
Pooh adventure. Word-of- go through life until they find
mouth may keep "The Tigger out their father (Walter
Movie" around for a while.
Matthau) is headed toward
With four new movies his death bed.
coming into wide release next
Bruce
Willis
and
weekend, there should be "Friends"'s Matthew Perry
some struggle atop the box pair up in "The Whole Nine
office throne.
Yards." Willis is Perry's new
Ben Affleck's first of two neighbor, and just happens to
releases this month comes be a hit man.
Friday with the Wall Street
"Pitch Black" is the newest
thriller "Boiler Room." Affleck science-fiction flick landing in
is the head of a high-pressure theaters. It deals with a crash
stock firm that lures Giovanni landing of a spacecraft on a
Ribisi's character into the far distant planet and the
world of greed and corruption. struggle of its survivois.
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Delta Gamma Women's Fraternity
is EXPANDING our chapter
at James Madison!
You can be a part of this eiciting opportunity. National Representatives
will be on campus February 23rd and 24th. Come by the information
table in the Commons and schedule an interview.

* St.Patricks Day

Delta Gamma is one of the oldest and largest of the women's Greek organizations.
Delta Gamma has over 180,000 members and chapters on 139 campuses including

All green paper 84
Color copies 79<k

the University of Virginia, Virginia Tech, Roanoke College, the University of Richmond,
College of William and Mary, and JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY.

We offer friendship, leadership training, academic support,
social and service opportunities, and FUN!
Interviews are open to all women and may be scheduled by visiting the
information table in the Commons between 10am-4pm. February 23rd and 24th.

(Available in Zane Showker and Main Copy Centers)

CISAT A-l (Rm. 129) x3731
Zane Showier Hall (Rm. 203) x3285
1031 South Main St (Suite 31) (formerly Medical Arts) x7342

NOW OPEN
(7S&

••«£^

Commonwealth One

at Cloverieaf Shoppie
Center
31 South Carlton St., Harrisonburg, VA
800/424-3334

A TM& Drive-up service available
rrr--.-

wwv.ccfcu.crs

'.k'.'.-.'.'■■■■':''

Mon. - Thurs. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. • Fri. 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. • Sat. 9 a.m. - 1 p.i
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To the most "Wonderful woman aCive,

S/

CO

ThanhjYou for making this past year the most

Op

C

Incredi6Ce year of my Life.

vy

!7Vbw that we have come TutfCircCe, I Coo /{forwardto another amazing
Year in this Whole "New 'World we have created together.
JfappyAnniversary, grace.
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Comfort
Pythons, insects, and (stuffed) bears, oh my!
JMU's Life Sciences Museum has something for
everyone, right in our own backyardSTORY BY CONTRIBUTING WRITER MANDY CAPP

No one I know has
ever been to the Life
Sciences Museum,
so up to this point it
had been a mere sign in front of
a quaint house just behind
Anthony-Seeger along Grace
Street. The only thing I knew
about it was that there was a
very large snake in there that
would enable me to have some
hands-on reptilian experience.
As far as people go, I've had
my fair share of "life sciences"
over the years. My father, a sci-

•

PHOTOS

ence teacher of sorts, spent a
good portion of my childhood
hiding his live reptile collection
from my mother, who was less
than enthusiastic about encountering a six-foot black snake
named George that spent winter breaks at our house.
However, I must admit that
while I have long been subject
to my dad's practice of bringing
such creatures home, I have
always been more of a dog person myself. I wasn't quite sure
what to expect when I followed

One of 5,000 mounted butterflies from 52 countries on display in the
museum's "Insectory."

are rare, even more unusual
than albinos, because they are
patternlcss. They've only been
in the museum for a week, but
BY KATIE WILSON
that's because they are two of
Johnston's recent purchases.
"About half the animals in
the painted animal tracks
here are mine," Johnston said.*
through the museum's front
"Pretty much the only animals
door.
we keep here are reptiles
Upon my arrival, James
because they are so easy to
Grimm, biology professor and
maintain. You can leave for
director and curator of the
weeks and then come back and
museum, and
they are all fine.
sophomore Brad
I've gone to all«
Johnston, the assisstate reptile shows
tant curator, greetWe try to tell
to try to get new
ed me at the door.
exhibits
these young peo- unusual
They were both
for the museum,
very kind and
ple not to go out but most of them
were more than
come in through
willing to show me
donation, especialand kill animals
around.
ly the stuffed
Grimm said the
... We're trying
ones."
museum "is basiAnother rare
to teach these
cally academically
exhibit is that of a
minded. We use
people who come baby brown
the museum to
caimen, which
teach respect and
here the wonders looks like a miniasense for the enviture crocodile.
of nature.
ronment. We try to
Eventually he will
tell these young
grow to be 7 feet
James
Grimm
people not to go
long which is difbiology professor and
out and kill animuseum curator
ficult to believe
mals just for the
since he is only
sake of killing
about 8 inches
them. We don't do that ournow. He was a cute little thing,
selves. We're trying to teach
but once Johnston took him out
these people who come here the
of the cage, I realized why they
wonders of nature."
call him "Jaws" and decided he
After finding out the logiswasn't all that cute. 1 felt better
tics of the museum, Johnston —
when he returned to his cage,
who is primarily in charge of
but it was fun watching him
the animals — started my tour
swim around.
with the live exhibits.
In a corner cage was a green
The first animals we looked
iguana, which has doubled in
at were two Burmese pythons,
size over the past year and a
measuring 7 feet and 9 feet.
half. He didn't want to come
These particular specimens
out and play and seemed a bit

temperamental, so we let him
alone.
The element of danger was
very minimal with the next
specimen. Johnston took out
one of the two ball pythons,
whose names were Swinger
and Shaolin. This particular
species of python is one of the
smallest. The snake was very
timid and is one that they pass
around to children when they
visit to let them hold it.
Next we visited the
Savannah monitors, which are
iguana-like animals that
Johnston told me are "incredibly aggressive." As he pulled
one out of its cage to show me,
he also informed me that they
eat full-grown mice and can
grow to about 4 feet long, but
by that time they will have to be
sold because they will easily be
able to bite a human finger off.
After exiting the reptile
room, we went upstairs to see
what is perhaps the "main
event" of the museum, a 13-foot
Burmese python named 'Tiny."
They just redid a room to
hold this snake and two other
pythons. The monstrous snake
is not yet full-grown (maximum
size is 20 feet) and is quite
docile. In fact, I was able to sum
up the courage and touch it.
One should keep in mind that
although I was nervous at times
about the creatures and their
temperament, the animals are
kept in a very protected environment and Johnston handled
the animals in a very professional and responsible manner.
After looking at all the animals, I looked around at the
remainder of the rooms, which
are organized by theme. The
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Left: Sophomores
Brad Johnston,
assistant curator,
and Andrew Sobota
heave "Tiny," a 13foot Burmese
python, up for a
pose. Right: Two
turtles play hideand-seek. Bottom
Center. Whole
guinea pigs
(thawed or frozen)
are typical meals
for pythons at the
museum.

other rooms include such subjects as birds, seashells, mammals, human biology and
insects as well as a dinosaur
cave for kids to crawl into and
see different kinds of dinosaurs.
I was particularly impressed
with the butterfly collection,
which contains over 5,000
species from 52 countries. Some
specimens are now extinct.
Every room of the house is used
with the exception of the basement, which is used for storage,
and the rooms are very well
done, with murals on the walls
and well-organized exhibits.
The museum has moved
five times since its conception in
1983. It began when one of
Grimm's former students came
to him with the idea that he
would donate his father's collection of specimens provided

that Grimm start a museum and
display them. The collection of
organisms was extraordinary in
number and quality, and dated
back to as early as 1906.
The Life Sciences Museum
has come a long way since then
and is about to undergo some
more changes with what
Grimm calls a "new spark." A
"spark" might be exactly what
the museum needs. Despite its
convenient location right next
door to Anthony-Seeger, Johnston said many people are
unaware of its existence or
what's inside.
Grimm said, "We have audiences that range from prekindergarten to senior citizen
and each year... between the
two semesters, we probably
have an average of over 100
tours per year."

Even so, sophomore Sarah
Meadows' response typified
most of what students told me
when asked about the museum.
"I don't even know what that
is," she said. "That's not the one
in Richmond, is it?"
Nevertheless, Grimm said the
museum has made several
efforts to publicize in local
papers and on television. But
now that the museum has
recently been adopted by
University Relations and
External Programs, he expects
there to be some "major
changes" over the next two
years. Some ideas include a butterfly garden in the back, new
display cabinets, audio equipment and breeding projects.
Students can get involved
with the museum by taking a
one-credit course, Museum
Techniques, which is offered
every semester.
"We're happy to have (volunteers)," Grimm said. "We've
never turned anyone away ...
They are really happy about it
after they have finished the
semester and they see what it is
all about."
The hours of the museum are
subject to change depending on
the schedules of the students
who work there, but right now it
is open primarily on weekday
mornings. Occasionally, there
are workshops and tours held
there, but walk-ins are always
welcome.
1 must say that the enthusiasm expressed by both Grimm
and Johnston was contagious
and 1 enjoyed my time there
immensely. I'll probably go back
sometime just for the fun of it —
besides, it was fun telling my
dad tales of my adventures.

Museum at a Glance
Hours: Subject to change
depending on schedules
of students who work
there. Usually open on
weekday mornings.
Occasionally there are
workshops and tours held
there, but walk-ins are
always welcome.
Admission: free.
Location: On Grace St.,
right next to AnthonySeeger.

Features:
• More than 5,000 specimens of exotic butterflies
from 52 countries
•"Tiny," a 13-foot
Burmese python and two
smaller Burmese pythons
• Insect Room
• "Jaws," a caimen (l(X)ks
like a mini-crocodile)
• Collections of bird eggs,
insects, seashells, shark
teeth and more

While Johnston fetches dinner, Tiny
takes a bathroom break.
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Kim's Nails
Full Set

Manicure

Fill-in

Pedicure

Need a place to live next year?

'Includes Parafm Wax
•With Foot Spa

Eyebrow Wax
2182 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(In Dukes Plaza)

(540) 434-5382

SB&t

^■^—

Mon. -Sat. 9 a.m. -8 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-5 p.m.

If you're stuck with a (federally insured)
student loan that's not in default, the
Army might pay it off.

Also 5 bedroom penthouse units
available in Hunter's Ridge.

If you qualify, we'll reduce your
debt-up to $65,000. Payment is
either 'A of the debt or $1,500
for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

Get all the details
from your Army
Recruiter.

Forest
Hills
• 5 bedroom with Ethernet
• Fireplaces
• 3 level townhouses
• All appliances provided

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

You'll also have training
in a choice of skills and
enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of
your life.

©

mm

Call Keith May at 852-3553
Jordan at 564-1388 or 280-9117

$1 Off Buffet All Week
w/ JAC Card
;»■•

100 Person Banquet Facilities

Fast Free
Delivery!

433-0606
ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
www.goarmy.com

(540) 434-6691

—

00

c
o
•—

c3

Delivery Hours
12pm-hun Sun.-Thurs
12pm-2cun Fri-Scit.
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Now Hiring Full & Part-time
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Jeff Graham

The Artful Dodger

9 p.m.

The BiltmorE
Calhoun'S

West Water
Street

Money

Todd
Schlabach

Calhoun's
Jazz

Key West beach bar & grill

College
Night

The LITTLE Grill

Low Country
Boil Bluegrass
at 9 p.m.

Mainstreet Bar & Grill

Ladies
Night

Deejay
ladies (ree

Kelly Mae
Brown

Jimmy-0
Guest

(ree

Bartender

Ki:
Theory

Deejay

College
Night

Ladies
Night

WBOP & BOB
103 3 tribute
Master ot Puppets

Call Mountain
Jam
$2

Fighting
Gravity &
the Franklins

Sorority

Barte of West
Water Street

Jazz Night

Dave's Taverna
RYAN nmiAiSKVslnffartist

v

Acoustic
Night

Q101-ladies

Calf
Mountain
Jam
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Thea

Meule

Spanky's

Tuesday

Karaoke

Penny

Ladies
Night

1
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Cross My Heart
Engine Down
Two Day Romance
$3 at 9 pm.

David Via and Corn
Tornado (formerly
McGraw Gap)

Finnigan's Cove
The Highlawn Pavilion

w~
I
MONDAY

FRIDAY

■-"■

Ml slums begin at 10 pin . unless otheinise noli,I

Open Mic
Night

compiled hy CRYSTAI. SMWMVJslaJJuliter

The Center for Leadership, Service and Transitions
congratulates the year 2000 initiates into

Omicron Delta Kappa
The National Leadership Honor Society
Ryan Alexander

Megan Costello

Michele Johnston

William Pollard

Lauren Bereska

Jennifer Crea

Scott Kelly

Jennifer Rogers

Heather Blair

Abbey Davis

Jessica Kendal

Gregory Salvatore

Karyn Blanco

Lindsay Duke

Jill Kovaly

Kasey Savage

Shelley Brooks

Shannon Garvey

Erica Lanza

Rebecca Say

Scott Brubaker

Jackie Gould

Rachael Layton

Nancy Sherman

Natalia Burton

Karen Gulakowski

Stephanie Lucas

Jodi Speth

Russell Carlock

Kevin Holt

Corrine Macpherson Amy Tomanio

Brooke Cashman

Robert Hoover

Christopher Martin

Kim Trafton

Allison Coffman

Megan Horton

Abby Muldawer

Jaclyn Tripken

Robert Collis

John Horvath

Jennifer Neslund

Elisha Triplett

Elizabeth Conner

Amanda Howard

Daniel Ozment

Jennae Walton

and a special "Thank You" to Andy Perrine for connecting us to

all together one.
For more information about ODK or our Leadership Workshop series, visit our website at www.iinii.cdu.clst or call 568-6842
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•Ethernet
•5 minute walk on South Main St.
•3, 4, & 5 Bedroom Furnished Apartments
Personally owned and managed by Craig Smith 434-3509

SEND
A
PAT

Enthusiastic?
Enjoy the Outdoors?
Thinking About Assisting with Orientation?

Apply to be a
Crew Leader or
Site Coordinator

SEND
DART

Lead a crew of incoming freshmen in outdoor
activities
Help students learn leadership skills
Lead discussion groups
Be a role model and a friend to incoming freshmen

Orientation and First Year Programs is seeking highly motivated students to be part
of the Orientation 2000 team. Students with outdoor experience, who enjoy
interacting with others in an outdoor environment, and are willing to be a friend and
mentor to incoming freshmen are encouraged to apply. Students selected for the
program will be leading crews of incoming freshmen in a seven day outdoor
experience, which may include backpacking, camping, hiking, rock climbing,
mountain biking, kayaking, and caving. Expertise in these program areas is
encouraged, but not required.
Applications available February 17Ih, Wilson Hall, room 215
Application Deadline: March 3rd, 5pm
Questions? Contact:
• Andy Oh, Student Director, Freshmen Outdoor Adventure
568-4669, ohas@jmu.edu
• Jenny Kipp, Assistant Student Director, Freshmen Outdoor Adventure
568-4248, kippjl@jmu.edu
• Steve Grande, Orientation and First Year Programs
Wilson 215, 568-2374, grandese@jmu.edu

mmmmm
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Hoyas field woes
away from home
Dukes take advantage of unexpected
home game by pounding Hoyas 11-1

l

YAN MURRAY
assistant sports editor

With blue skies and unseasonably
warm temperatures, the Diamond Dukes
beat Georgetown University 11-1 yesterday in their home opener.
Although the game was supposed to
be played at Georgetown, the Dukes were
happy to play in the confines of Long
Field/Mauck Stadium as they lashed out
11 hits while giving up only three.
"The good thing about this game is it
gave us a chance to get a lot of young
guys some playing time," Coach Spanky
McFarland said. "Many of our pitchers
got their first game in."
Although sophomore starting pitcher
Adam Wynegar had trouble with his
curveball, his fastball was working well
enough to give him the win.
"I hit spots and placed my fastball,"
Wynegar said. "Hopefully the curveball
not working is a one-day thing."
Wynegar worked through five
innings without giving up a run. He
allowed only one hit while walking
three and fanning five.

Georgetown was shut down offensively throughout the game; the Hoyas managed only one unearned in the sixth
inning run and three hits. Five JMU pitchers combined to strike out nine Hoyas
and walk four.
"We were striking out a lot of people
but we are walking a few too many,"
McFarland said. "It's early on in the season so we'll see."
The Dukes drew first blood in the bottom of the second inning by scoring two
runs without a hit.
Sophomore designated hitter Steve
Ballowe led off the inning with a walk.
Freshman third baseman Mitch Rigsby
was then hit by a pitch. Freshman right
fielder Jared Doyle loaded the bases on an
error by the Hoyas' third baseman.
Sophomore catcher Dustin Bowman then
grounded into a fielder's choice to drive
in Ballowe for the Dukes' first run. Freshman shortstop Nathan Doyle then drove
in Rigsby on a sacrifice fly.
The bottom of the third inning saw
more of the same for the Dukes as JMU
scored three runs on three hits. Ballowe
once again led the charge with an RBI
double to drive in junior center fielder

KATIE WlLSON/photu editor

DH Steve Ballowe slides Into third base safely in the second inning after a Hoyas'
error. Catcher Dustin Bowman drove Ballowe home to start the scoring rampage.
Rich Thompson. Rigsby then followed
with a two-RBI single to drive in senior
first baseman Eric Bender and Ballowe.
"Another positive was we got up early
and we didn't sit on it," McFarland said.
"We got to see a variety of pitchers and
we adjusted well."
The Dukes scored three more in the
bottom of the fourth inning, highlighted
again by Ballowe, who drove in two runs
with a single.
The early run scoring also helped
Wynegar out on the mound.
"We hit the ball well early and that
made things more comfortable for me,"
Wynegar said.
The Dukes closed out their scoring in

the bottom half of the sixth inning scoring
three more. The inning was highlighted
by freshman third baseman Brent Metheny's first collegiate home run. Metheny's
two-run shot gave the Dukes a 10-1
advantage. Sophomore shortstop Dan
Woodley closed out the Dukes scoring
with an RBI single.
"I wasn't sure if it was going out or
not," Metheny said. "I didn't want to take
anything for granted and I was just hoping for a hit."
The Dukes return to the field this
weekend to take on Penn State University
in a three-game home series. The Dukes
will play a noon doubleheader on Saturday and a 1 p.m. game on Sunday.

Dukes gear up for weekend homestand
T

OM STEINFELDT
staff writer

Preseason uncertainty has transformed into postseason
hopes for the JMU women's basketball team as they tipoff their final homestand against American University
tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.
The Dukes are tied with East Carolina with a 7-4 conference record for second place in the CAA behind perennial power Old Dominion and look to keep their momentum rolling toward the CAA tournament March 8-11.
JMU has won 11 of 15 games since Dec. 19 and has
claimed victory in five of its last six contests, all against
CAA foes. The streak began with a win against William &
Mary on Jan. 23.
The Tribe, whom the Dukes beat 66-63, charges into
(the Convocation Center Sunday at 2 p.m. for the second
I weekend contest. Wins over AU (11-10, 4-7 CAA) and
W&M (5-15, 0-10) would put the Dukes in prime position
to grab the second seed in the CAA tournament.
"We're kind of just in charge of our own destiny,"
[assistant coach Sharon Versyp said.
But in light of last season's 11-20 debacle that landed
| the Dukes in the CAA cellar, the loss of eight players, and
the introduction of six freshmen, one might be surprised
[by JMU's quick return to contention.
Not the new-look Dukes.
"We've always told them as long as you're prepared,
I very organized and willing to play hard every game anyI thing is possible," Versyp said. "They put their hard hats
* on and come to work every day."
A key to the Dukes' success has been their ability to

/ think a big advantage is
we 're playing at home. [The
crowd] gets loud. They yell at
the refs and stuff like that.'
Mandy White
co-captain
focus on the task at hand. "It's a big weekend," junior cocaptain Mandy White said after Tuesday's practice, but
the team's leading scorer at 13.8 points per game had her
eyes solely on the Eagles.
"All year we've kind of approached it one game at a
time," Versyp said.
Freshman point-guard Jess Cichowicz said, "It's good
to have the whole week to prepare for the first game.''
But the team's assist leader, averaging 4.7 per game, said
without extensive preparation for the Tribe, the pressure
will be off and the team can just go out and play.
The five-day layoff between JMU's last game, a 64-55
road-win over North Carolina-Wilmington, and this Friday's battle with AU, coupled with the brief rest before
the Sunday afternoon tip-off against W&M may play
right into the Dukes' breadbasket.
The Eagles swoop into the 'Burg for their first of two
CAA clashes with the Dukes, while JMU toured
Williamsburg earlier this season.
"Being this late in the season, it's a little strange not

playing them yet," Versyp said about AU. "We just need
to get out of the gate pretty quickly."
Against the Tribe, Cichowicz said little of the game
plan will change from the teams' first meeting.
But what has changed is the location. Teams will not
be welcomed by a pleasant aviary or a peaceful campfire, but rather by a hostile Convo atmosphere, where
JMU boasts an 11-1 mark.
"I think a big advantage is we're playing at home,"
White said. "[The crowd] gets loud. They yell at the refs
and stuff like that."
Cichowicz said, "It will make it a bit more intimidating and a bit more tough for teams to come in here and
beat us."
To continue their winning ways, the Dukes must keep
a talented Eagles backcourt, lead by junior Kate Miller, at
bay. White knows AU always packs a powerful punch, as
was the case the last time JMU was in CAA contention
when the Eagles knocked-out the Dukes with a controversial buzzer-beater in the 1998 CAA Championship
semifinal.
Against W&M, look for 6-foot-5 sophomore center
Hollee Franklin to create the chaos she caused with her
team-high 19 points and 12 rebounds in JMU's first defeat
of the Tribe.
With five games left before the CAAs, including a
Convo showdown against first-place ODU on February
25, the Dukes have the confidence to keep up their
momentum.
"We know we can beat any team in this league if we
play our best game," Cichowicz said.
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Mountain View Heights
"The Best Kept Secret Off Campus"

Amenities
Four Bedrooms
Four Bathrooms
Double Beds

Large Living Space (1400Sq. Feet)
Full Size Washer and Dryer in each unit
Fully Furnished

Within Walking Distance to BOTH
Sides of Campus
CISAT and Main Campus

CISAT
Campus

Funkhouser & Associates
Property Management, Inc.

434-5150
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It shouldn't be deja vu all over again
Last year's Dukes played well. But this year's basketball team has better postseason chance.
Last season, the JMU men's basketball
team went on a midseason tear, winning
seven of eight games, which raised hopes
high for the CAA tournament.
However, the bottom fell out when the
undersized Dukes, with a thin bench, lost
their final two regular season games, and
then lost to North Carolina-Wilmington in
the first round of the CAAs, 61-55.
Are we on that path again?
Coach Sherman Dillard has the troops on
another midseason blitz, having won eight
of their last 10, as they approach the final
stretch of the regular season. However,
there area few differences this year.
The Dukes aren't doing any hunting —
this time, they're the hunted. Tied atop the
CAA standings with George Mason at 9-3
(15-7 overall), the rest of the league has to
be a little stunned at the ascension of the
Dukes, who were pegged to finish sixth in
preseason voting by the coaches.
After last night's game with William &
Mary, JMU will have just one more CAA
game (Saturday night at the Convocation
Center against Old Dominion) before the
big game at George Mason Feb. 26. But
before the Dukes get ahead of themselves,
they shouldn't overlook an ODU squad
with a tough frontline. The Monarchs have
pulled a few upsets this year, topping
George Washington, the University of
Richmond and George Mason. JMU won
the last matchup with Coach Jeff Capel's
bunch, 70-66, on Jan. 12.
How have the Dukes taken the league
by storm this year, which includes

cosmic

winning 15 straight home games?
player of the year honors.
Two key factors have stood out among
Outtz, one of the three Player of the Year
reasons JMU is tied for first place: candidates in the CAA (George Evans of
backcourt play and depth.
GMU and Greg Stevenson of Richmond
In November, Virginia Commonwealth are the others) can take over games with
was unanimously voted as having the best his amazing handle and lethal three-point
backcourt in the league, with youngsters shot. Despite struggling to find his shot of
Bo Jones and LaMar Taylor leading the late, the point guard is the man Dillard
way. Well, Jabari Outtz and Jamar Perry wants with the ball in his hands late in
have had
games: He's
something
shooting 85
to say about
percent from
that.
the charity
The senior
stripe in the
duo are 1-2
final minute
on the Duof games.
— Jason Mclntyre
kes in scoPlaying wiring at 16.6
ng, but essenand 11.9 poitially a third
nts per game, and have added leadership guard, junior transfer Mickey Dennis was
to a team with several newcomers playing thrust into the starting lineup 12 games
key roles.
ago and has averaged 9.4 points per game.
Case in point: With the Dukes clinging With a sweet stroke and good hops,
to a one-point lead against American on Dennis is second on the team in threeSaturday, Perry battled two Eagles for a point shooting (34 percent) and has a flair
rebound, which he tipped to Outtz, who for the dramatic (see games against Boston
dribbled down the clock before sinking a University, AU and Richmond).
free throw. The Dukes held on, 64-62.
Rookie David Fanning is an ultra-quick
That's been the story with Perry all point guard who gives Dillard the luxury
season — he can be seen on the court of playing alongside Outtz — the latter
getting on his teammates to switch on giving the Dukes a quick lineup. Fanning
screens, run the offense, and slow and has become a fan favorite for his no-look
quicken the pace when needed. passes, mesmerizing dribbling and yes, at
Defensively, "J.P." is known to put the a diminutive 6 feet, dunking.
cuffs on the other team's leading scorer,
Depth has helped out the front court
and he probably will finish second in the woes. Last year, JMU regularly had 6-footleague to AU's Jarion Childs for defensive 5 Eugene Atkinson playing power

Return of the
Mac

BOUILinG

forward. But thanks to a superb recruiting
effort for Dillard, JMU can have an
imposing frontline.
Freshman forward Pat Mitchell has
emerged as a bruiser, playing important
minutes off the bench for sophomore
forward Tim Lyle, who despite scoring
about the same points a game as last year
(7 ppg), is having a tough sophomore
season. The 6-foot-7 Mitchell scored a
career-high 14 points Saturday at AU.
Ian Caskill, a 6-foot-10 freshman from
Virginia Beach, has contributed quality
minutes for the sometimes foul-prone Rob
Strickland. Six-foot-8 Jerian Younger was
having a good freshman campaign before
suffering a hamstring pull, sidelining him
for the past six games. Senior forward
Kevan Johnson brings stability to the mix
off the pine, evidenced by his
workmanlike, eight point, six-rebound
effort against the Eagles.
Junior guard Dwayne Braxton, a silkysmooth slasher who is playing the wing
position formerly held by Chatney
Howard, checks in with 5.4 points per
game off the bench.
The bench adding scoring and
rebounding, the second unit brings energy
and hustle when they enter the game. JMU is
the deepest team in the league. With seniors
Outtz, Perry and Strickland, they have the
leadership. We'll have to wait and see if they
have the legs they ran out of last year.
Jason Mclntyre is a senior SMAD major
who hales SMAD 305 more titan running out
of hair gel

Are you
looking for
Hard Work

10$ '
\^
Apply to be an

Orientation Office Assistant
Approximately 20 hours a week. May thru the Middle of September
(Training in April)

HOURS
Sun. 9:30-11:30 $7
Wed. 10-12 $7

COLLEGE RIGHTS

Fri 10-1 $10
Sat. 12-2 $10

Euery Wednesday

3106 S. main St.
434-8721

Sunday nights

* Assist the Orientation Office in the administration and operation of the summer orientation
reservation process.
* Coordinate mailing and collection of materials to new freshmen and transfer students
* Enter student information into a database.
* Provide customer service to new students and family members

Posit/on Descriptions and Applications
are now available in the
Center for Leadership, Service <f Transitions,
Wilson 215.
Application deadline is 5 PM on Monday February 28.
For more information contact:

Lorie Miller. 568-2574, millerla@jmu.edu
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
about the TECH LEVEL
and ISST TESTS

Here are the tests EVERY freshman is required to pass:

Tech Level I:
Word processing--- DEADLINE is March 3, 2000
Presentation software— DEADLINE is March 3, 2000
Basic computer knowledge— DEADLINE has been extended to April 28, 2000
Information-Seeking Skills Test (ISST) - DEADLINE is April 28, 2000
Very important practice for the ISST is available at "Go for the Gold" on the JMU
Library web page:
Staffed tutorial sessions
in Godwin 342/343 are available
for the Tech Level I tests:
DAY
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday

DATE
02/17/00
02/21/00
02/22/00
02/23/00
02/24/00
02/28/00
02/29/00

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

TIME
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM
- 9:00 PM

DAY
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Assessment
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

DATE
02/17/00
02/18/00

02/21/00

TIME

1:00-7:00
12:00-4:00
10:00-4:00

Day- 2/22/00 NO LAB HOURS
02/23/00
9:00-7:00
02/24/00
1:00-7:00
02/25/00
12:00-4:00

02/28/00
02/29/00
03/01/00
03/02/00
03/03/00

10:00-4:00
1:00-7:00
9:00 - 7:00
1:00-7:00
10:00-4:00

Walk-in hours for Tech
Level I and ISST test
Wilson Hall, Room 207:
Contact Frank Gilhooly in the General Education Office with your questions (x 7403 or tech-one@jmu.edu). Visit the
GenEd Web page at http://www.jmu.edu/gened for current information and updated testing and tutorial dates and times
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Best Meal Plan You Have Ever Had!!
WHEN YOU RIDE DRUNK, ONE MORE
FOR THE ROAD CAN HAVE
t
AN ENTIRELY DIFFERENT MEANING.

f*g^&2£>
Dflicdti-nsrii

Alcohol quickly affects your judgment, balance, and coordination. When these faculties t~5~
are impaired, riding becomes more than difficult. It becomes dangerous. Don't drink \&/
N,/
and ride. Or your last drink might be your last drink. MOTORCVC!? SAFETY I * ■ •>
N

Just Get Your
Brooklyn's Deli Access Card
(BDAC Card)

* Voted Best
Deli 2 years
in a row!

a

YOUR NA
HERE
D.!* of Birth:

2-17-00

BrMMyif* MMMMl HMH Cud

2035-51 E. Market St. Skyline Village Plaza, Next to ABC 433-4090

College

Roommate Hunting?

taxpayers.
u to
P $i50o

Need a place to live next year?
Looking for roommates?

credits

BOM n|) on tax braid that can
help you foot the hills for
higher education.
The HOPE Credit can cut
your federal tax up to S1500
per undergraduate student per
year. Applies only to the first
two years of college or other
post secondary courses.
The

Lifetime

Learning

Credit can save you up to $ 1000
a year in taxes for graduate,
professional or undergraduate
study. You cannot claim hoth
credits for the same person in
the same year.
Education IRA. Contribute
up to $500 a year per child until
the child turns 18.
And you can w ithdraw funds
from many IRAs without being
charged an

early-withdrawal

Ashby Crossing still has vacant
rooms for next fall.
If you and a friend are looking
for a roommate...

tax, if you use the funds to pay
for qualified expenses of higher
education.
For full details on how to
qualify, see your 1999 IRS tax
booklet. Or check our Web site:

LET US HELP YOU!

www.irs.gov
|«

I he Internal Ikevcauc Sett lee
Working to jnii i&vke

|IN

College Park-Ashby Crossing, L.L.C.
1191 Devon Lane
540-432-1001

fi
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Get Ready for
Spring Break at

Tropical
Tans
IOO minutes only $12.00

433-1717

Coffee & Tea

The

Kaffte
Klatsch

\Je take our ceffee »ervnxsiy

Located in:
The Dayton's Market
879-2183

Superb
ELspress*? Prinks..
EHack 6 CJrean Teas

Stash &"fe^pii^^fTfa
**■>**•>*♦##**********

\\/htfLtf B>ean Coffees
Hrs: Thur, Fri, & Sat 9-6

PEEPER
don't let friends drive drunk

©

U.S. Department ot Transportation

No one wants to see this word in
The Breeze again!

liBreeze

Reaching the James Madison Universe?
community for ever 75 years.

ROLLER SHATE
OR
LASER STORm
TUESDAY
7:00-9:30PM '

Christian Music

WEDNESDAY
• 7:00-9:30PM

Bargain Night

• FRIDAY--.
7:30-11:OOPM

Public Skate
SATURDAY
7:30-11:30PM

Public Skate

SHATETOUJTl

USA
433-1834

5 Ways To Protect
Yourself
Keep room and suite doors closed and locked.
Do not share keys and/or combination of locks.
Know your neighbors. Know who belongs in your
area and who is a stranger.
Do not allow people to piggy-back or follow you
into a building or suite when you open the door.
Report all suspicious activity or persons
IMMEDIATELY to the University Police Dept. at:

568-6911
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JMU's Top 50 Athletes
JMU's TOP 50 ATHLETES
With the Diamond Dukes
opening over the weekend, including their home opener against
Georgetown yesterday, we felt it
was appropriate to highlight two
former JMU baseball players.
As with all of our picks, narrowing down our possible selections was difficult.
Some of the names that come
to mind when thinking about
JMU baseball include catcher
Mike Hubbard, who has played
for both the Chicago Cubs and
Montreal Expos, and current
Texas Rangers reliever Mike
Venafro.
50
Jeff Bowyer
Paul Morina
Charles HaleyGary Clark
A. Williamson
Jennifer Cuesta
L. Collingwood
Cathy Cole
Terri Gaskill
Chris Gillies

THE TOP

Sydney Beasley
Linton Townes
Floretta Jackson
Sherman Dillard
P. McSorley
Brent Bennett
Carol Thate
DeeMcDonough
Suzi Slater
Juli Henner
Matt Holthaus
P. Weilenmann

BILLY SAMPLE
JEFFGARBER

Billy Sample

Jeff Garber

Billy Sample was the first
player in the history of JMU
to sign a professional contract, inking with the Texas
Rangers in 1976. Sample also
spent some time with the
Atlanta Braves.
Sample holds the highest
batting average at JMU, hitting .388 (153-394) during his
years as a Duke (1974-76).
In the 1976 season, Sample
garnered NCAA All-South
Atlantic region honors as an
outfielder, as well as first
team Ail-American honors
that same season as a second
Courtesy of Sports Media Relations
baseman.
Billy Sample
In 1974, Sample was named
the team's most valuable playIn 1975, Sample once again
er as an outfielder and was led the Dukes into the postalso named the offensive most season as JMU took second
valuable player as a second place in the ECAA District II
baseman in 1976.
tournament, finishing the
During his time at JMU, year with a 25-7 record.
Sample helped guide the time
In his final year at JMU,
through the post-season. In Sample led the Dukes into the
1974, the Dukes took second postseason, this time guiding
place in the Eastern Collegiate the Dukes to a second-place
Athletic Association District II finish in the Division II South
tournament. Sample helped Atlantic Region tournament.
guide the Dukes to a 23-11 The Dukes turned in a 32-10
record in the 1974 season.
record in 1976.

From 1985 to 1988, former
JMU infielder Jeff Garber compiled school records that still
rank him at the top of those
respective categories.
Although not in the top 10
at JMU in batting average, Garber is perched atop the JMU hit
list with 279, as well as 797 at
bats. These numbers gave Garber a career batting average of
.350.
Garber also holds the alltime JMU record for runs
scored with 208, is tied for
fourth in doubles with 48 and
tied for fifth in triples with 9 Courtesy of Sports Media Relations
three-baggers in his career.
Jeff Garber
The former Duke didn't
just score, he knocked the run- ond baseman.
Garber also earned all-CAA
ners in also as he totaled 151
runs batted in during his honors three times during his
career, good for seventh on career in 1986 as a shortstop
and in both 1987 and 1988 as a
the all-time list.
Garber also ranks second in second baseman.
In 1985, Garber was named
school history in total bases
with 390.
to Baseball America's freshman
During his career at JMU, Ail-American team.
In 1988, Garber signed with
Garber also earned many accolades to go along with his the Kansas City Royals. In
accomplishments. In 1988, Gar- 1999, Garber managed the
ber was named to the NCAA Wilmington Blue Rocks of the
All-East Region team as a sec- Carolina League.

i^mm ssmjtm ^JS^
Jt/t*

Call 432-0600

NOW RENTING LUXURY APARTMENTS

www.lbjlimited.com

Proud Sponsors of James Madison University Athletics
This Week in Sports:
February 17

No Sceduled Events

February 18

Women's Basketball vs. American
Women's Gymnastics at North Carolina w/ William & Mary

7:30 pm
7:00 pm

February 19

Men's Basketball vs. Old Dominion
Men's Gymnastics at Temple
Men's Track & Field at George Mason Collegiate Invitational
Women's Track & Field at George Mason Collegiate Invitational
Wrestling at Appalachian State
Wrestling at North Carolina

4:30 pm
3:00 pm

February 20

Women's Basketball vs. William & Mary
Women's Gymnastics atTowson Inviational

2:00 pm
1:00 pm

February 21

Men's Basketball at Towson

7:30 pm

February 22

Men's Gymnastics vs. William & Mary
Wrestling vs. American

6:00 pm
7:00 pm

February 23

Men's Swimming & Diving at CAA Championships, Fairfax, VA
Women's Swimming & Diving at CAA Championships, Fairfax, VA

* Home events in bold

10:00 am
7:00 pm
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Mgt&DeUBU COUPONS
Mfl n —

You can get double savings at Farmr Jack. Bring In yout manufacturer's »1 off or less coupons and get double the savings from Fanner Jack
(Not to Include rctaNer, free, or coupons exceeding the Item value.)Vou must purchase the Item In sixes and quantities specified.

Gal Via Card Trial Lets Yon »»,,»», ««,»•« «*•«»»»«*>■»
Savt up It
»I««HNI.«"-«*" '

a INCH TRIM]

for VI

York Strifes ak
ValeV.ne'*
Day
iiWo

,i0«h

. :• .

SUNDAY
AND

MONDAY
,' tftrb. 1311. * 1411,

LMUlAaWha**'

tzM&JJJ
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TAAHU

Vouf

Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!

Thank You!
Thank ^ouf
Thank You!

Thank You!

Thank You!

THANK

You!

Thank You!

Thank You!

Thank Ybu!
Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!

Thank You!

WE JUST CAN'T SAY IT ENOUGH!
AH of the Clubs & Organizations would like
to express their heartfelt thanks to all of the
faculty and staff advisors.
We couldn't do it without you!

Thank You!

Thank You!

Thank Ybu!
Thank You!
ThankYou!

Tty—U g~~!
Thank You!
Thank You!

Thank You!
Thank You!

Thank You!
Thank you!
Thank You!

Thank You!

SlOW

^WdU

Thank You!
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Professional Nail Care Salon

Sorinq Break Specials
Full Set
$19 Manicure
'Includes Parafin Wax
Fill-in
Pedicure
Walk-in appointments welcome.
Gift certificates available.
We Accept Local Checks and MC/Visa

>

Thank you!

Thursday, Feb. 17, 2000

In Town Center
Behind Valley Mall
Next To Sprint

801-8070

'With Whirlpool Spa

Eyebrow Wax

$8

Open 7 Days a Week!
Mon. - Wed. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

AUDIO/VIDEO CLEARANCE

©YAMAHA

Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank Ybu!

Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!
Thank You!

CLEARANCE PRICES STOREWIDE
| ON YAMAHA, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
KIIPSCH, MITSUBISHI & MORE
Harrisonburg Only" Sale List at: http://homc.ric3.net/acemusic/burg.ritm
You must type the above URL into your browser there are no links to this page
MUSIC 'N
2990 S Main Street, Harrisonburg, VA

ElcrTnAMire

540-434-4722 •l-800-PLAYAff

CLLU I nV 'NIO^WsMO^Ionfr^a^afurda^

II

LARGE
1 TOPPING

$4.99
438-9175 PORT REPUBLIC
434-5300 W. MARKET ST

34
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Communications, Inc.

Featuring CAMPUS LINK Services

Build Your Future at the

1

~

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

SCHOOL / NURSING

Y.

_ ou are building the foundation of professional nursing
by obtaining a BSN. Now is the time to benefit from clinical experiences
and graduate as expert practitioners and leaders in healthcare, business and
industry.
Master 0/Science in Nursing
RN to BSN/MS MS Post-MS

Announces

Congratulations to Meagan Voiyht of James
Madison University! Meagan has won a
$1,000.00 Gift Certificate to Best Buy! Just our
way of saying Thank You" for using your
Campuslink Services PIN!

Over 20 specialty areas

Build your future with the School of Nursing as nursing scholars and
researchers. Prepare to advance the science of nursing and provide
innovative leadership.
Advancing the Science o/Nursing
BN to PhD MS to PhD
Over ten emphasis areas

For more information call:
irnr/ir^ifuk;
mail nursinfou parsons.umanland.edu

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING F0RTHE MONEY!
k Us Out!!

SOUTH AVENUE

l-MVERSITY
PUC£

• Convenient to Campus

• Free Water

• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Microwave

• Easy Access to JMU (bus

• Washer & Dryer
• Dishwasher

service)
• Reasonable Rates
POM r.o»o

• Individual Leases

• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units
•Ample Parking

Public transit at

entrance to help you

get to campus.
MAOOOM M •!

JML

(IMVERStTV
The Place to Be!

7 he Breeze
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Artfil
Dodger
Coffeehouse

432-1179

433-9189

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday - You're luckier in love this year, and that could
lead to a commitment. You may start out with an argument in
February, though. Buy a nice gift in March, but don't spend your life
savings. Learn a quicker route to your goal in April and take your
time to do things right in May. Let a child distract you in June, but
settle down with a grownup in August. Find a treasure in December
and new confidence in January.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)

Aries (March 21-April 19)

4jA:

Today is a 7 — You've
been under a little bit of
P stress lately. You may not
JJ JJ have even noticed, but
now that it's gone, don't you feel
better? It's like not having a
headache any more. Only trouble
is, you want to do two things
now. Choose the easier one.

.*"

t

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^_ . Today is a 6 — You've
^Jj^k^h.id ,1 few busy days. Now
<Wr you'll be wiser to settle
down, relax and mull
over what you've learned. This is
a good night for reviewing the
material. It's also good for entertaining, but not on an intimate
level. Save that for this weekend.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 8 — Don't
i launch a new endeavor
quite yet. Do a little more
&planning first. If you
think out all the various scenarios,
you'll save yourself a lot of trouble. You might save time and
money, too. Learn vicariously.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 6 — You have
a few big decisions to
—'make. Trouble is, they
^ just can't make up their
minds! Guess you're not going to
let them decide for you. It would
be nice, but not really. You're the
only one who really knows what's
best for you. Do it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 5 — You may

ffeel cramped. Why should
you have to modify your
magnificence, just because of somebody else? Well, it
might be a good idea if you did.
You have almost everything figured out, but there's one thing
missing. Don't worry. You'll find it.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 4 — You're
under pressure at work.
Crank, to be sure every. thing gets done perfectly
Btld on time. You always like to
do the best job you can, but you
don't have to do it all by yourself.
Get a team to work with you.

Today is a 7 — A lot is
going on today, and you
(are popular. Everybody
wants you to be part of
their team. You could entertain at
home. That's the best location for
a romantic interlude — if that
gives you any ideas.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 6 — This will
* be one of those days
when you have to think
things over carefully.
Don't let anybody push you into
moving more quickly than absolutely necessary. A couple of
people want to give it a try, but
do what's right for you.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21) — Today is a 7 —
%V You want to get moving,
*WH^y but you're stuck. You
can't travel because you
have to work. You want to stretch
your legs and your mind, but
you're trapped in a box. Try not to
bite anybody's head off; just go
for a long walk when you can.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Money,
money, money. Your
yt* money, other people's
money, taxes and investments. What to do? Well, you're
going to grow up to be good at
this, if you're not already. You
have a natural talent. Today,
study up on new strategies.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
R Today is a 5 — The sun's
in your sign, and the
moon's in Cancer. This
means you're strong, but
you also must be gentle. If you're
so smart, you should be able to
figure out what's going on. You'll
never get there by talking or
explaining. Listen, instead.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — You've
been getting along fine
with your friends and
loved ones, but you might
get a little more reserved for the
next few weeks. Focus on your
work today, and the romance
should take care of itself. You
don't have to be aggressive. It'll
come to you.
— Tribune Media Services

€y

Today's crossword brought to you by Court Square
ACROSS
Distinctive flair
Roam stealthily
Mineoand Maglie
Urgent
Wheel spokes
Lendl of tennis
Newly colonized
region
19 Act dejected
20 Wife/sister of
Osiris
21 Regard with
contempt
23 Klutz
25 Cold-cut palace
28 Audio-books
employee
29 Org. of Price and
Love
30 Agitate
31 Gallery display
32 Foot structure
34 Subatomic
particles
39 Beatles movie
42 Composer
Puccini
43 Of a meeting
45 Verbal
46 Light brown
47 Knight's backup
singers
50 Tryon novel,"
Other
51 Off the boat
54 Jacob's brother
55 Possesses
56 Winding courses
58 Checkers side
60 Writer Morrison
61 Goes into detail
66 Took a cab
67 Did some
cobblers' work
68 W. alliance
69 Obligation
70 Squalid
71 Circle pieces
1
5
10
14
15
16
17

DOWN
1 Perot's co.
2 Falsehood
3 Prehistoric tools,
eg.
4 Seines
5 Adjusted

1

2

' 1I

3

1-1
17

5

/

6

15

•6

23

19

25

29
33

27

26

35

44

5?

48

49

1

beforehand
Flock leader
Poem of praise
Moving air
Well-read crowd
Like-minded
Duck and dodge
Concentration
gap
13 Smile derisively
18 Eye shades?
22 Spanish
missionary
Junipero
23 Iridescent gems
24 See eye to eye
26 Common shower
gift
27 III temper
33 Pasts
35 Jamaican citrus
fruits
36 Polaris
37 D-Day beach
38 Parts of shoes
40 Small crown
41 Like invertebrates

L

38

64

65

50

58

54

53

37

45

4/

50

69

36

II

41

■

66

m |

31

43

60

28

v !*■.*-»*.■ 34
40

39

51

22

30

32

•3

12

|

- J21

24

11

'6

1 -J*M20

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

'0

8

■

57
62

59

63

rr

6

1

II""

1

F

Answers to Monday's puzzle:

E T

cl

D O L E
E R A S

R A H

A C E
M E W
S T A T 1 O N
E S P

■P

S

L O W F R
F R 1 D E

R
0 D E N

S E

■

T E D
E D A T E L Y

II
A C T
Y

L O P E R
1 M P L 1 F D
V 1 A
E Q O

A L 0 0 F L
B E

||R 1 P
E N D G A M E
1J A M B S

E N
R O

L A R G E

l_ | l_ ■

|S
C L O S E S E T|
H U B|
1 T |O M B R O
A R M A D A
M O L E
R E U
S E A L E D
B

O H O
K A w

E R N

S

44
48
49
51

1

E S

1

Bonzo or Clyde
Caricature
Plaintiff
"TheJetsons"
dog
52 Stirring device
53 Vedas reader

!■

E W S

A N N
Y 0 U
1

57
59
62
63
64

P

Blackthorn
Comic Carvey
Pub order
Oyster farm
More indicator,
briefly
65 Distress signal

Wanna get involved with The Breeze?
Writers, reporters, photographers, graphic designers, etc. are always welcome.
Stop by our office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger or call x6127 with any questions.
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1

MADISON
MANOR

1

Two & three
bedroom
apartments

Tennis
Courts &
Fireplaces

The
Place
to Be!

Swimming
Pool&
Basketball
Court

Four
bedroom
Townhouses

434-5150
Funkhouser & Associates Property Management, Inc.
www.offcampushousing.com

LIFESTYLES
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COMICS
The Bean Brothers - Seth Casana
WOW1- "TU'S IS&KEATl VK, WATr, WETHeer
AT R.A*S P>R Hlte
GET A SReftKFRoM ARC AT VOUR pi$A>&U
&EIM& AM fcAoNOW/ fbRTHrymr. WE
THAT YOU GUYS

WILLFULnt-LVouR
EVERY DUTY AS £A-!

ARE H5RE!

r

Bur, Po YoU QbN-T WORRY! WC'V/ETAKErJ
STATE" SfbNSORED OuRSESorJ
THINK You
CAMHANPIE gEIWG RA'S ANO EACH CoMftciEP
IT? seiM&
LA. IfOTEfriSWiPS TT-f'S PAST
AKlR-A. TAKES SUMMER! yV-l'RE IN <&0 WAWttf!
MOUTHS OF
TRAIN' M6-//

omics?'
Interested in doing
comics for The Breeze?
Call Michele or stop by the basement of A-S

CONVENIENT TO JMU
(Just off University Blvd)

UNDERGRADUATE STUDY ABROAD

Precision

*

Lube

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
♦
ARGENTINA
CHILE
COSTA RICA

Express
Experience the Spot Free difference!

/
/
/
/
/
/

Touch Free Automatic
4 Self Service Bays
Spot Free Rinse
Vacuums
Fragrance machine
Shampoo machine

No hassle, drive through oil change!

/
/
/
/
/
/

Now Offering:

Study Abroad Information Session:
Representative:
Steve Seaworth

Information Table
Booth in Student Union by mailboxes
For further information contact the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler University,
4600 Sunset Avenue, Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 800/858-0229 Fax: 317/940-9704

V

East Mark*! St. (Rt 33}

\
\

Friday, February 18
11:00 am - 1:30 pra

Location:

WE FEATURE

MIRACLE WASH CARD

Fall, Spring or Full Year. Scholarships Available.

Date:

5 % student discounts (w/ID)
10 minute oil change
Drive through
No hassle
No appointment needed
All major credit cards

/
/
/
/

Frequent wash card
Sign up FREE
First wash is FREE
Provides FREE washes
to our loyal customers

Valley
Mall

1\

\
C

5

UNIVERSITY

1924 Deyerle Avenue

N

Evelyn ByrdAve. \

T>
Deyerle Ave.

Reservoir St.

INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD
BUTLER

t

564-2625

1
I
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CLOVER LEAF CHECK CASHING

Fat Rabbit T-Shirts

Checks Cashed

Custom Screen Printing
^Great Prices!
^Fast Service!
^Free Delivery!

Phone Cards:
$5 85 min.
$10 175 min.
$25 438 min.
NO CONNECTION FEE IF
USED FROM HOME TELEPHONE

Compare & Save!!!!

800-724-1473

Charlottesville

The Breeze

email: FattRabt @ aol.com

81 South Carlton Si.
Harrisonburg, Va 22801
(located in former ABC Store)

• FREE MONEY ORDERS
(NO RESTRICTIONS)
• MONEYGRAMS
• ID LAMINATIONS
• PAGERS SOLD

•

COPIES MADE- FAXING AVAILABLE

(540)442-1450

Store Hours
Mon.-Fri. 10-8 Sat. 10-6

W9

Support
The College Fund.

Olde Mill
V~"r'

Call 1-800-332-UNCF.

m
illaS
Village

+*m

Still has some units available for
the 2000-2001 §chool year>

A mind Is a terrible thing to «isi<

mreeze
the

' Keat Nnc II* James Malison University '
community trt uver 75 years.

Per axle after
$10 mail-in rebate

$10 rebate per axle which
includes purchase of any
genuine Midas brake pads
or shoes

432-6623
282 University Blvd.
Most vehicles. Additional repairs may be
necessary at substantial extra cost. Offer
good at participating shops. Pads and
shoes guaranteed for as long as
you own your car. See warranty terms in
shop. Offer ends 02/27/00.

^

-

The College Fund/UNCF

LIFETIME
BRAKES

■-*

I

Double bed or single: Your .
If y W get sick, ftlte Aid is one bloclHSSsiy
Thirs%for a Slurpee? 7/ElevW
is 100 yards
For the health nuts campus is less
than half a mile walk.
Gas is much cheaper on our side of town.
Check out the location near the west sidr*£
of campus!! A nice level walk without
the roller coaster hills - especially
convenient for music, art, SMAD
and physics majors!

*s

?

;*£»?* jt
*

<*#■

*>>

-\

We have amenities galore:
• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb or interstate to crmm
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethornet access to campus. *
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room,
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus & Valley MalL
• Pull time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• access provided by NTC

(540)432-9502

South Avenue
Harrisonburg
AN EASY 10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS.
(No hills to climb or interstate to cross.)

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

Check us out on our website - www.oldemillviUaee.com
————————_-_-_-_-_____■■

«»..
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FUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC
Have you checked out Ihe most

FOR RENT

SPACIOUS units In town?

J-M Apartments
2000-2001
1 BR apt. $305/mo.
2 BR apt. $400/mo.
or $200/person
3 BR apt. $480/mo.
or $160/person
4 BR apt. $680/mo.
or $170/person
All apts. near Cantrell Bridge
One of the closest compie«es lo JMU1
Kline Realty Property Management

438-8800

3, 4, or S. BR Units Available Furnished or unfurnished. Apple
Real Estate, Inc. 540-433-9576.

On MAIN STREET

3 Females Need Place - for fall
2000 only. Call 432-6139.

University Place, Furnished - 3 BR.
2 bath, water, sewer, and trash
included. $750/mo. Available
August 15. 432-1494.
Looking for a Place to Live?
www.housingl01.net...Your move
off campus! Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet listings.

South View
Apartments

FUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTT MANAGEMENT. INC
We have
TOWNHOUSES
Located throughout H"burg!
Ster1biq9oJlcampushousing.com

432-(KS(MI

Efficient House with Large Yard
4 bedroom. 2 bath, niceiy finished
basement, behind Okie Mill, W/D,
AC. 234^584.

University Place - August 2000 3 bedroom, 2 baths. Furnished.
$690/mo., year lease. 432-6993.

Forest Hills Townhouses - 5
bedrooms, Ethernet available. 2
1/2 baths. Two left. Call Keith,
852-3553.

May/Summer Sublet - Ashby
Crossing. Rent negotiable. Call Ah,
437-5828.

The Commons
Apartments

Forest Hills Townhouses - 5
rooms, 2 1/2 baths. I have last 2
to rent. Less than one year lease
possible. Excellent location,
special discount if you sign before
Feb. 22. Call 433-0796.

4 bedroom, 2 balh. Furnished.

Student Rentals
2000 - 2001

Funkhouser 8r

Many More!

We are your answer to housing!
Kline Realty
Property Management
Call Anytime)

Single and Doubles welcome.
www.lhjlimited.com

432-0600
Associates

FOREST HILLS
MASON STREET
COLLEGE STATION - 4 BR
Townhouse, furnished, 8225/person
3 BR TOWNHOUSE Large bedrooms. 3 floors.
Close (o campus.
HUNTERS RIDGE - 5 BR. top floor
apartment, 3 full baths.
I.H with vaulted ceilings
UNIVERSITY PLACE - Very nice
furnished 4 BK. water Included,
$l85/person
8 BR HOUSE - Duplex. 4BR on
each side. W/D. new carpet. June
or Aug lease. 8200/person

438-8800

.

Call for more Information
433 8423 Rent Is 8245/mo.

Spring 2001 Sublet - 3 bedrooms
available, close to campus 4388314.

Property Management. Inc.
715 Port Republic Road
WWW.oJJcampushouslng.corn
NOW LEASING
FOR 20OO-2001
Mountain View Heights

Hunters Ridge Condos
Hunters Ridge Townhomes
Duke Gardens
Madison Manor
Madison Terrace
Madison Gardens
Madison Square
University Place
Foxhlll Townhouse
Country Club Court
Gingerbread House
Various Houses

JMU Townhouse for Sale - Foxhill.
Hunter's Ridge. University Realty.
434-4424 or e-mail unvrffyiSgle.net.
1994 Rodeo LS - loaded, 4x4,
automatic, sunroof, all power
buttons, alloy wheels, 1 owner,
maintenance records, burgundy.
Call Mark. 432-9341, evenings.
Amallo Burguet Classical Guitar $1,900. Contact Halil. 8018810 or
akayoVw^mu.edu.

Send Flowers
Anywhere!
1 800 942 1621
(.'milt cards .ic< cptcd Satisfaction
Cu.n.mLrril with piopcr lead lime.

FREE
MONEY ORDERS!
No Restrictions
All kinds of checks cashed
Phone Cards
85 = 85 mln.
$10= 175 mln.
825 = 438 mln.

1 Bedroom for Rent
In 4 Bedroom House
Female non-smoker preferred.
No pets. Old South High.
June 2000- May 2001.
Call Becky. 568-7715.

1999 Volkswagon Passat - 4.400
miles. $24,000. Call 432-9524.

LOOKING FOR A
PAID INTERNSHIP?

CLOVERLEAF
CHECK CASHING

6 Bedroom House tor Rent - 2 full
baths, kitchen, large living room,
washer/dryer, nice yard, huge
deck. Share utilities! Call for more
info. 867 5056 or 828-3773.

Get real life experience
and build your resume.
NOW interviewing
on campus!

(former ABC store)
81 S. Carlton. Harrlsonburg
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

www. tuitionpalnters.com
for an on-line application

540-442-1450

Hunter's Ridge - 4 bedroom, 2
bath, top floor condo, furnished,
new paint, new Irving room carpet,
washer/dryer and dishwasher
replaced in 1997. Family
managed, 10 month lease,
$210/bedroom. parties of 4 only.
Call owner at 568-2036 and leave
message or 757-4810162.
JMU Housing tor Lease - University
Realty, 434 4424 or e-mail
u7ivrfiy@gTe.net.

434-5150
2 Non-smoking Females - seeking
housing/sublease. Aug. - Dec.
2000. Call Paige, 568-7265.

4 bedroom, 4 bath. Furnished.
Single and Doubles welcome.
www. Ibj Untiled, cum

Computer Repair - In home service,
on/off campus, Ethernet installation
and trouble shooting. Quick response,
reasonable rates. 478-7242.

1 room available - In 4 bedroom
house. 2000 - 2001. Stephanie,
438-8314.

Affordable 5 Bedroom Houses Close, very nice. Cal 568-3068.

3 Bedrooms with decks
In each bedroom
cariQoffcampuslwuslng.com
434-5150

Beer. Wine Making, Kegorators,
Gifts - 432-6799, Buestone Cellars.
downtown Harnsonburg.

3 Bedroom House - 1170 Harrison
Street. $825. 4332126.

Nags Head, NC - Relatively new
house in excellent condition, fully
furnished, washer & dryer, dishwasher,
central A/C. Available May 1 through
August 31, $1.600/mo. Call for
details 757-850-1532 or e-mail
tenni»e4*pinfi.nef

MADISON GARDENS

SERVICES

5 Bedroom House - 1351 S. Mam.
Fireplace, 2 baths, basement, 2
Kitchens. June. 433-2126.

433 8423 Rent Is 8245/mo

FUNKHOUSER & ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMEIvT, INC

FOR SALE

2000 - 2001 School Vrn
Wf are looking lor 2 rWMwIfl

Hunter's Ridge - furnished. 2
bedroom with kitchen, $260/
bedroom. 54088S8532.

year. Call for more Information

Large 3BH Townhouse - University
Court. Walk to classes. Furnished,
deck, year lease, available
August. $780. 432-6993.

Best Townhouse at
Hunter's Ridge!
Our unit has been completely
remodeled for next year.

We arr looking for 2 roommates
thai wanl Ihe best townhouse at
Hunter's Ridge Our unit has been
completely remodeled for next

The good apartments go first,
so come by and see usl

CLASSIFIEDS

4 Bedrooms A 4 Dalhrooms
MOUNTAIN VIEW HEIGHTS
Sirrlmii'iolli .unpushouslng com
434-5150

TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
2000 - 2001 School Tear

39

Mt. View Drive TH - 5 bedrooms,
furnished, walking distance. $210 $240/mo. 1 year tease (8/00 - 8/01).
washer/dryer. 703-450-5008.
Village Lane Townhouse - for rent,
5 bedrooms. Call 433-3807.
Fully Furnished - Charming 2
bedroom house 15 minutes from
JMU in a quiet country setting.
Available for short-term rentals to
JMU parents and visitors.
$500/week or $1.500/monlh. For
details contact Ron Petcher at
54O289-9110.
Victorian Houses - 2 large houses
now available. 4 - 8 bedrooms,
huge rooms, antique charm with
modern plumbing and electric. Pet
friendly properties. Large 2
Bedroom Apartments - W/D, A/C.
1 1/2 bathrooms, 10 month
leases available. 4 Bedroom
House - W/D, D/W, huge eat-in
kitchen. Before settling on the
ordinary, compare the extraordinary. View photos and
floorplans on our web site, but to
really see the difference schedule
a tour, www.castleproperty.com
5405642659.

Stone Gate
Apartments
4 bedroom. 4 1/2 balh. Furnished.
Single and Doubles welcome.

HELP WANTED

Earn Cash - Have a AVON party,
pay for spring break. Also
recruiting JMU sales reps for
AVON. Call Connie. 568-1842 0'
434-3916.
Will Pay Cash - for used or
damaged electronics. VCRs. TVs, home
and car stereo, PlayStations, etc.
Call Mike's Electronics, 4343800.
The Harrlsonburg Little League
Association - is looking for youth
baseball and Softball umpires for
leagues ages 6 - 18 years.
Experience is a plus but we will
train. Call Harnsonburg Parks and
Recreation Dept. at 433-9168.
FratemWw,. SorortHos. Out*. Student
Groups - Student organizations
earn $1,000 - $2,000 with the easy
campustunctraiser.com three hour
fundraistng event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact campusfundraiser.com,
1-888-923-3238.
$1,500 Weekly Potential - mailing
our circulars. Free info. Call
202-4525901.
Afterschool Day Care Program looking for staff person and
substitutes. 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. Experience
working with children K-5 preferred.
434*513.
Painters - Summer Positions Richmond's west end, full time,
bonus! 804-527 9668,
Excellent Income Opportunity team
leader
looking
for
enthusiastic self-starters to build
eco-friendly home business.
Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$500, $1,000, $2,000, $5,000 a
month. Call 432-1124.

LOST & FOUND

www. Hi/11 niiied i um

432-0600
FUNKHOUSER ft ASSOCIATES
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT. INC
MADISON TERRACE
CLOSE TO CAMPUS!!!

EIIO

2 & 3 Bedrooms Available

434-5150

434 5150

Found: 2 Dogs. Feb. IS - on JMU
campus. 1 large black lab and 1
small yellow lab mixed. Both have
collars, no tags. Call 568-8717 or
434-5270.

Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.

NOTICE
For more information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing business
opportunities & work at home
opportunities, contact
the Belter Business Bureau inc..

at 1-800-533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Crulsel 5 days $279. Includes
meals and free parties! Awesome
beaches, nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $399!
springbrealrfravel.com
180O«7&6386.
•1 Panama City Vacations - Party
beachfront at The Boardwalk.
Summit Condo's. & Mark II. Free
VIP parties! Walk to best bars!
Absolute best price! All major credit
cards accepted! 1-8CO-234-7007
www. endlesssummertours.com
•1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas, 4
Florida. Best prices guaranteed!
Free parties and cover charges!
Space is limited! Book it now! All
major credit cards accepted!

1-80O234-7007.
www. endlesssummertours. com
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1-800-678-6386
Spring Break Panama City $1291
Boardwalk room with kitchen, next
to clubs! 7 parties! Daytona $149!
South Beach $159! Cocoa Beach
$179! sprmgbreaktravel.com.
1-80O678-6386.
Go Direct! #1 Internet-based
company offering wholesale Spring
Break packages by elimnaung middlemen! All destinations! Guaranteed
lowest price! 1-800-367-1252.
www. springbreakdirect. com

PERSONALS
Sundays In February - Browse,
play Scrabble, enjoy coffee and
biscotti. Open Book Used Books.
1429 South Main (corner of South
Avenue). Open noon to 6 p.m.
except Wednesday. 433-7766.
Beat winter doldrums!
Adoption - Loving, childless couple
wishes to adopt an infant. If you're
considering adoption for your baby,
call collect. 301-3400397.

SAFE BREAK
PARTY 2000
"Safety Down Under"
Wednesday. Feb. 23
4 7 p.m. PC Ballroom
G'day matea!
Hope to aee you there!
Prizes, giveaways, tasty
treats and safety tips
for a great break.
Questions? Call
University Health Center
5683503

Subscriptions to
The Breeze
Are Available!
For only $30 for third class
mail, or $75 for first class
mail, you can receive

ENDLESS .
5UMMER
JMU DO£S JAMAICA!

WEB LINKS
Check The Breeze Out On-line!
Search through The Breeze
archives! http://breeze.imu.edu.

a full year of
The Breeze'.

'

Please send your name,
address & money to:
The Breeze
James Madison University
Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC 6805
Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Come by The Breeze office and place your classified ad today!
$2.00 for the first 10 words, $2.50 for each additional 10 words

568-6127
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FREE PIZZA!
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STOP BY THE STONE GATE RENTAL OFFICE, SEE WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER
AND GET A COUPON FOR A FREE 12" PIZZA* FROM PURPLE DAWG PIZZA.
OFFER ENDS FEB. 29.
•QUALIFICATIONS: 1) YOU HAVE NOT SIGNED LEASE FOR AN APARTMENT FOR THE
2000-2001 SCHOOL YEAR. 2) YOU MUST SPEAK WITH A RENTAL REPRESENTATIVE.
3) NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS.

Each Furnished Luxury
Apartment Comes With:
Uplreraky

OFFICE HOURS
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 12 p.m.-4 p.m.
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
Visit our website
www.lbjlimited.com

•Double Beds in each room
•Full size Washer & Dryer
•Telephone & Cable
hookups in each bedroom
& living room
•High speed internet access
•Four Bedrooms and Four
Bathrooms

•Oversized Closets
•Built-in microwave oven
•Full size Dishwasher
•Bus Service
•RSVP Resident Placement
Program
•Fully Furnished

Stojp 6\) the Stone §ate (Rentai Office,
or caff432-0600, and make a move to Cuxuryl

